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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Olive Staples Lewis (1898-1963) ie perhaps most widely 

known as the author of The Screwtape Letterg, an entertaining 

yet disturbing book of advice from a senior devil to M s 

protege} among literary scholars he i® well known for .the 

Allegory of tovet ̂  Study JJJ Medieval Tradition for which 

he received the ilswthornden Prize. As a fellow of Magdalen 

©ollege at Oxford and after 1955 as oooupant of the Chair of 

Medieval and Renaissance Literature at Cambridge, X*ewls pro-

duced an amazing variety of book® of literary criticism* 

Christian apologetics# autobiography, allegory, and fantasy* 

lis virtuosity ae a writer enables hi® to attract readers of 

widely differing background* and interests* 

I lewis's literary ability ii especially evident in hie 

fiction. 11® fiction is not ©actreaely popular although It 

does seem to be gaining admirers. Perhaps on© reason for 

this unpopularity 1® that hie fiction seems to be out of the 

mainstream of contemporary fiction# Rather than using real-

istic or naturalistic techniques, Lewi© creates myth}1 rather 

1Chapter II contains an extended definition of myth as 
it will be used In this thesis* 



than presenting the values of secularism or humanism, Lewis'® 

perspective Is Christian.] 

Although lewis's fiction 1® not part of the most notice-

able literary trends of the 1930*s to the 1950*8, certain 

element® of his writlag connect him with several writer® of 

flotion who are his contemporaries#2 these writers, as 

Marjorle Wright states, use religion, "either In Its theolog-

ical or in It© mystical aspect," a® a these for literature# 

And In line with the interest of anthropologist* and psychol-

ogists In myth, some writer® began to msk® use of myth In 

flotion.5 [jLewls is one such writer who presents his Ideas 

in the form of myths* These Ideas are largely based on 

Christian doctrine; thus he uses religion in its theological 

aspect for literary themes# For Lewis, Christianity is a 

means of turning a chaotic and senseless world into a meaning-

ful and orderly one, and he presents this view, through myth, 

in his fiction.J 

[in both his fiction and his non-fiction, Lewis comments 

on myth, its characteristics and strengths, and its relation 

to Christian doctrine* His use of myth to examine and to 

2H1S work has some things in common with the works of 
Charles Williams, J. R, R. Tolkien, Aldous Huxley, and 
Cfrahaa Greene, to name a few. 

^Marjorl© Evelyn Wright, "The Cosmic Kingdom of Mythi A 
Study In the Myth-Philosophy of Charles Williams, C. S* Lewis, 
and R„ R. Tolkien,® unpublished doctoral dissertation, 
Department of English, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois, 1960, pp. 4-6. 



Illustrate Christian Ideas Is most Important in the space 

trilogy, the Narnla series of children's books,* and fill Wg 

Have Faces./ These books are the primary sources for thin 

thesis, and they will be examined in ohronological order#5 

(Reference will be made to his works of literary criticism or 

theology only when they illustrate something relevant to his 

fiction.) "̂ The purpose of this study is to formulate Lewis's 

concept of myth, to relate this concept to his use of myth 

in fiction, and to suggest how his use of myth enriches his 

fiction* / 

The secondary sources about Lewis are still relatively 

limited in number and in scope* Most of the available mate-

rial Is devoted to criticism of the space trilogy; the 

Namla series and Till We Have Faces are often neglected. 

Ŝoai© explanation may be necessary for the inclusion of 
children's books in this study. The books are ostensibly chil-
dren 's books, but as Chapter XV points out, Lewis did not 
write the chronicles of Narnia solely for children* He chose 
the fairy tale because that form is suited to what he wanted 
to Say| and th©se books, like most of the best fairy tale© 
or fantasies, refuse to be contained in the category of chil-
dren 'b books* They have something to say which may be 
appreciated by anyone who Is receptive to fantasy. Also, 
since the book® 'were written after the space trilogy and be-
fore Till We Hf*»V9 Faces, they reveal something about Lewis*# 
growth as a raythmaker and about the continuity of his images 
and themes* 

5rhe space trilogy includes Out of the Silent Planet 
CJ938), Perelandra (19*3), and ThajTHlSeous Birenath (1945)* 
The Chronicles of Narnia are The Lion, the witch and the "Ward-
robe <1950), Prince Caspian (W$l 
JreaJer" (1952)? The Silver Chair (1953), The Horse and His 
f l o p s * ) , y y t ti955), 
(1956). Till Me lave faces was published in 1956• 
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The earliest book oonceraed solely with Levis is chad Walsh* s 

Jsb SU Lewiet Apostle to the Skeptics (19*9) J it was pub-

lished before Lewis wrote the chronicles of Kami a or $111 We 

Have Faces. and its emphasis is on Lewis's work as a Chris-

tian apologist. Clyde S. Kllby's The Christian World of 

JLj. Lewis (1964) discusses all of Lewis's fiction and semi-

fiction as well as most of his non^flotion* Roger L* Green's 

0« 8« Lewis (1963) is quite brief, but it is important for 

Its emphasis on the lamia series $ it does briefly refer to 

Lewis's other fictional works* Three helpful dissertations, 

which discuss Lewis along with other writers, are Clinton ¥• 

Trowbridge's "The Twentieth Century British Supernatural 

Hovel" (1958), Robert J• Rellly's "Romantic Religion in th@ 

Work of Owen Barfield, C. 3. Lewis, Charles Williams, and 

J• R* R. Tolkien" (I960), and Marjorie Wright's "The Cosmic 

Kingdom of Myth* A Study In the Myth~?hilosophy of Charles 

Williams# 0. g* Lewis# and J• R. R. Tolkien® (I960)* Th®s® 

studies Include discussions of all of Lewis's fiction; a 

briefer discuselon of his fiction Is to be found in BfatmA 

Fuller's "The Christian Spaceman* 0. 3. Lewis," Books With 

MSB 1 gMlIl! J&§3 (1959) • 

Several discussions of Lewis's work are concerned with 

only the space trilogy# Two books which exaaln* Lewis's us# 

of Arthurian material in the space trilogy are Charles Moor-

man's Arthurian Triptychi Mythic Materials in Charles Wil-

liams, 0, S. Lewis, and <£. S. Bllot (I960) and Hathan C» 



Starr's fling Arthur Todays The Arthurian legend la 

S § literature, 1901-1955 (1954). Perhaps the most 

helpful articles on the trilogy are Patricia M<* Spacks*3 

H1?he Myth-Maker's Di lemma 1 Three Novels toy C. S. Lewie," 

published in glspourse, 21 (October, 1959)i Philip Doasy's 

Sod, Space, and C• 8« Lewis,* published in Gosmionitf0&1, 

LXVIII (July 25» 1958); and Wayne Shumaker's "The Cosiaie 

Trilogy of 0. s» Lewis,* in Hudson Review, VXH (Summer, 

1955)# There are few articles on the lamia series or fill 

It Sffi£ Faces. and these tm are generally superficial# 

Thi& thesis is divided into six chapters, Following 

tnls introductory chaptcrt [chapter II discusses Lewis's con-* 

oept of myth .and defines isyth as it will be used throughout 

this thesis* Chapters III, IV, and ¥ survey Lewis's space 

trilogy, his series of seven children's books, and the single 

n o v e l Till We Have Faces, respectively. Sach chapter dis-

cusses the specific mythical elements in each novel or group 

of novels# Tho books are examined by setting, plot, char-

acterization, and imagery for the mythical qualities which 

they contain, and then the major themes of the books are 

discussed. Chapter VI offers the conclusion that Lewis usee 

myth to entertain and to present spiritual truths. His work 

Is enriched because hi® us© of myth gives his themes imagi-

native life and enables him to provide fresh insight into 

Christian doctrine* 



CHAPTER XI 

DEFINITION OF MYTH 

£ Sine® tla® word myth has a number of different meanings, 

it Is essential to define myth a® it will foe used in this 

discussion and to eliminate certain other meanings• Myth 

is often used to mean something untrue and in deflana© of 

facts; for example, the popular, hut untrue, idea that the 

American colonist® were wholly united in their opposition to 

Sngland may be called a myth. Myth may also he used to refer 

to someone or something having an imaginary or unverifisble 

existence, such a® Santa Glaus* or it may refer to early 

stories shout the gods, beliefs, and practice® of a group of 

people,, such as the ©reek myth about Deleter and Persephone. 

For Lewis and for this study, myth is not used to refer 

to something untrue! on the contrary, Lewis hell ©Tea that 

myth is st powerful mean© of presenting truth* Ee does not, 

of course, consider myth the only such agent# j He i® well 

aware of the value of such instruments as philosophical 

propositions and scientific formulae for presenting truth, 

hut he considers myth also to toe an important means of reveal-

ing certain truths# Philip "Wheelwright expresses Lewis's 

idea when he says that myth is able to reveal truth which 

cannot be learned by means of scientific procedures} Science 

6 



lurid myth, are basically Incommensurate ways of experiencing* 

since they us® different language® and ask different ques-

tions.1 Myth is not limited to the use of historical fact, 

scientific experiment* or philosophical abstraction, although 

it may us© these in disguised for®, l̂ yth has the ability to 

depict characters who arouse sympathy for themselves or for 

all men, to express the experiences of men so that readers 

find thea relevant and meaningful to their lives, and to 

arouse a feeling of unity among men by reference to their 

common heritage and experiences of life# Thus, this fic-

tional quality enables myth to present truth to both the 

imagination and the reason of man# Myth is distinct fro® 

other kinds of fiction primarily in its emphasis on preter-

natural events# superhuman beings, and a sense of the 

numinous* 

Lewis developed his ideas about myth over a long period 

of time. His youthful encounter® with it influenced his 

adult discussions and creation of mythst they helped to form 

his basic attitude toward myth* In Surprised by Joy Lewis 

discusses his first fascination for myth! at about age eight 

h# read a poem about the Horse gods and became acquainted 

with the name of Balder* He says, 

1 knew nothing about Balder, bet instantly 1 was up-
lifted into huge regions of northern sky, I desired 

-̂Philip Wheelwright, "Poetry, Myth, and Reality," The 
Modern Critical Spectrum, edited by <J. J. Goldberg and W. M. 
Goldberg (Englewood CliiTfe, 1962), p. 314• 
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with almost sickening intensity something never to be 
described (except that It 18 cold, spacious, severe, 
pal®, and remote) and then * * * found myself at the 
very same moment already falling out of that desire and 
wishing I were back in lt.^ 

This emotional reaction soon passedf but at about age fifteen 

m Intense feeling for Norse mythology was renewed by hie 

reading the title Siegfried and the Twilight of the gods and 

seeing one of Arthur Raokham*s illustrations for this volume* 

He began a poem based on lagnsr*® version of the Nlbelung 

story, he collected recordings of Wagner's musio, and finally 

he was able to obtain the book which had renewed his interest 

in mythology, Siegfried and the Twilight of the Qode. He 

states that M* . • at the time, Aegard and the Valkyries 

seemed to me incomparably more important than anything also 

in my experience . . . 

Lewis*s feelings for the Norse god©, whoa he did not 

believe In, were closer to adoration than his feelings for 

the (Jod whoa he had tried to believe in as a ohild;\ from M s 

preoccupation with stories about the NorBe gods he gained a 

capacity for adoration whloh he had not learned from religion. 
r ~ 

In the next few years fee learned to enjoy Celtlo and Greek 

mythologies in addition to Norse mythology jj and he continued 

writing poetry and drama about the mythical heroes and gods.4 

ijfh© Norse myths formed some of Lewie's most enduring 

2C. 8. Lewis, Surprised by Joy (lew York, 1955)» P# 17. 

^Ibld.. p. 76. 4Ibld.. pp. 76-77, 114-115. 



associations with myth and legend, tout Celtic and Greek 

mythological influences are also used la M s fiction.*] 

Clevis's reading of myth gave him considersble pleasure, 

it provided material for his youthful as well as his adult 

writing# and it also helped prepare hi® to accept Christian-

ity*^ His love for myth enabled him to appreciate Phantastes 

by aeorge MacDonald • In reading this book he met what he 

calls "Holiness," and he says, ". . . my imagination was, In 

a certain sense, baptised; the rest of me, not unnaturally, 

took longer. I had not the faintest notion what X had let 

myself in for by buying ghant&ateg»*5 i^wlt was first con-

verted to theism, and then he searched for a particular 

religion to which he could commit himself. Influenced by an 

atheist friend who remarked that Fraser's stories of the 

Dying Clod seemed actually to have happened once and influ-

enced by Owen Barfield's urging that he cultivate a more 

respectful attitude toward pagan myth, Lewis began looking 

for a religion which had fulfilled paganism and thereby 

reached maturity. He found this in the Christian Gospel® 

which, according to Lewis, contain 

. . . precisely the matter of the great myths. If ever 
a myth had become fact, had been Incarnated, It would 
be Just like this. And nothing else in all literature 
was just like this. %ths were like It in one way. 
Histories were like it In another. But nothing was 
simply like it. . . . Here and here only in all time 
the myth must have become factJ the lord, fleshJ dod, 
Man.® 

5Ibld.. P. 181. 6Ibld.. p. 236. 
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With his love for myth and with his view of Christianity 

&& a fulfillment of pagan myth, it is not surprising that 

Lewis should closely associate his Christian experience with 

hi® imaginative experiences. 1© states, 

1 think that all things, la their way, reflect heavenly 
truth, the imagination not least* • « . This lower 
life of th© Pagination is not a beginning of, nor a 
step toward, the higher life of the spirit* merely m 
image. In me, at any rate, it contained no element 
either of belief or of ethics • * » . But it ©till had, 
at however many removes, the shape of the reality it 
reflected •7 

His early imaginative experiences and his sense of adoration 

for mythical gods served as a preparation for his conversion, 

and often in his later writings he was to relate Christianity 
% 

to imaginative experiences# 

Certainly Lewis's appreciation of myth was not the only 

factor in his conversion to Christianity. He was also con-

earned with the importance of human reason in perceiving 

truths he had given considerable attention to the philo-

sophical and rational approaches to Christianity. Eventually 

he found that he could combine reason and romance in Chris-

tianity* Wright suggests that his encounter with MacDonald's 

books helped hi® to accept Christianity as a power which 

could unify reason and romance. She further suggests that 

MacDonald1 s work may have given Lewi© the idea of creating 

a mythical world with a Christian framework. MacDonald in-

spired Lewis and w. * . becesie the link between Lewis's whole 

7lbld.. p. 167. 
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Imaginative viaion of myth and legend and romance, and the 

spiritual world as h© later cane to perceive it."** This con** 

neotion of spiritual truth and myth is basic in Lewia*s 

fiction? spiritual truth for Lewis is to be found in Chris-

tianity, which fulfills early myth and may itself be discussed 

in terms of myth. Knowing from hi® own experience that myth 

cs,n be used to evoke religious responses, Lewis uses it as a 

potent means for embodying spiritual truth in fiction* 

Lewis often borrows previously existing myths for his 

fiction, and he often, create® his own mythsj he also fre-

quently discusses hi® idea# about what myth is and what it 

can be used for. It is important to understand these ideas % 

in order to understand Lewi®*® fiction fully* In Jgi Experi-

ment 1# Criticism he has defined what he mean® by atyfch. He 

states that he does not Halt the term myth to those stories 

which were slowly developed by many people in an early period 

of history. For Lewis certain other stories which are not 

myths in this anthropological sens© may appropriately be 

called myths* Whether they are invented by individual© In 

modern time® or were developed by many people centuries ago, 

myths are those stories that have certain characteristics, 

all making up a "mythical quality•" 

First, a myth is Independent fro® its embodiment in a 

literary work* In this sense, it Is extra-literary* the 

^Wright, pp* 26, 21-22* 
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experience it gives Is not bound up in Its being told by any 

one author In certain words. For example* even in bare out-

line form the story of Orpheus is capable of making a powerful 

impression on a reader. Second, the pleasure given by myth 

is not dependent on suspense; usually the ending is well 

known, and it may be inevitable* There may be very little 

narrative element, but even a first reading introduces the 

readier to an object of contemplation* For example, the Hes-

perides with their apple tree and dragon present a potent 

myth even without the action of Heracles• Third, in myth 

human sympathy is at a minimum; the reader does not identify 

strongly with individual characters because he is aware of 

them primarily as symbols. The experiences of these char-

acter® in another world have relevance to the life of the 

reader, but he tends to sympathize with all men rather than 

to project himself into the lives before hi®. For example, 

the story of Orpheus may make the reader sail, but he tend© to 

feel less sympathy for Orpheus than for men in general* 

Fourth, myth always deal® with "impossibles and preternat-

urals*w Fifth, myth is always serious and momentous, although 

it may be either sad or Joyful; in this sense, there is no 

comic myth. Sixth, myth is awe-inspiring; it gives the 

reader a numinous experience while it communicates something 

of great consequence*9 

0. LewlB, experiment in Criticism (Cambridge, 
1961), pp* 41-44« 
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Lewis is oonoerned with the effect of myth on modern man 

and not with Its effeot on earliest man or with how the first 

aythe arose* He is primarily interested in myths which are 

*• • • contemplated but not believed, dissociated from 

ritual, held up before the fully waking imagination of a 

logical mind." He suggests that suoh myths affect different 

sen differently and that what Ik myth to one man may not be 

myth to other men.10 In discussing Lewis*e Ideas about myth 

Clyde 3* Kilby notes that for Lewis mythmalclng is not only 

on© of man*® great accomplishments but also on© of his deep 

needs. For Lewis there is • • a great, sovereign, un-

created, unconditioned Reality at the core of things, and 

myth is on the one hand a kind of picture-making which helps 

man to understand this Reality and on the other hand the re-

sult of a deep call from that Reality."X1 

Throughout his work Lewis makes an important distinction 

between myth as "an account of what gag have bmn the histor-

ical fact" and as "a symbolic representation of non-historical 

truth." He states that the story in Genesis is a richly 

suggestive story about a magic "apple" of knowledge, but the 

doctrine developed from it has omitted the apple to give 

simply a story of disobedience. He suggests that the version 

emphasising the magic apple contains "deeper and subtler 

10Ibld.. p. 45. 

World of 0. S. Lewis 
(GranA Rapids „ 1964} „ pp» 8d-ol• 
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truth* than the version which use® the apple as merely a 

pledge of obedience* So those who object to this emphasis 

on myth Lewis says that if on# 1® to believe In myth®, he 

find® it easier to believe in myths of gods and demon® than 

in myths of "hypostatised abstract nouna," sad he suggests 

that the mythology which man possesses may be ©loser to 

literal truth than most men realise.In Klracleg Lewi® 

further describes hi® view of myth by saying, 

, , , just as, on the factual eide, a long preparation 
culminate® in Ghod*s bestowing incarnate as Man, so, on 
the documentary Bide, the truth first appears In 
mythical form and then by a long process of condensing 
or focussing finally becomes incarnate as History. 
This involve® th© belief that Myth in general is not 
merely misunderstood history (as Euhemerus thought) nor 
diabolical illusion (as some of the Fathere thought) 
nor priestly lying (as the philosopher! of the Enlight-
enment thought) but, at its best, a real though 
unfoouBBed gleam of divine truth falling on human imag-
ination. . * . Juet as god is none th® less Ood by 
being Man, so the Myth remains Myth even when it be-
1 come® Fact. The story of Christ demands from us, and 
repays, not only a religious and historical but also 
an imaginative response# It is directed to the child, 
the poet, and the savage in us as well as to the con-
science and to the intellect.1^ 

In his fiction and semi-fiction (The Pilgrim1© Regress, 

The Sreat Divorce, and The Screwtape Letters) Lewis not only 

creates myth but also has his characters talk about myth. In 

The Pllftrtjtt'b Regress John, the pilgrim, Is told by Wisdom 

that his adventures are mere mythology. Then John hears a 

12(}. 3* Lewis, The Problem of Pain (New York, 19^8), 
PP. 64, 59. 

»0. S. Lewis, Miracles (New York, 19*7), p. 161, foot-
note. 
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voice telling M m that what he has thought and experienced 

«. . . is mythology. It is but truth, not facti an 
image, not the very real# . . . Bat this is Ky Invent-
ing, this is the veil under which I have ehoaen to 
appear even from the first until now. For this end 1 

mad© your senses and • « . your imagination • • • .Mi># 

In the space trilogy Ransom learns much about the similari-

ties between myth, truth, and fact, and he thinks it possible 

that . . the distinction between history and mythology 

might be itself meaningless outside the Sarth• *2-5 Later, on 

Perelandra he asks himself, "Were all the things which 

appeared as mythology on earth scattered through other worlds 

as realities?"16 Thus, ©Ten as he create® myth, Lewis com-

ments on the nature of myth* In Lewis's books, whether 

fiction, criticism, or theology, his ideas about myth are 

presented both in direct statement and in illustrative 

incident• 

Some critics have- questioned the accuracy of calling 

Levis'b fiction myth and have considered romance a better 

label .*7 However, in this study the term m.fth will be used 

to refer to stories, ancient or modern, which have certain 

l^C. S. Lewis, The Pilgrim's Regress (London, 19*4) » 
p. 171. 

iSc. 0. Lewis, Otjt of the Silent Planet (New Xork, 1962), 
pp. 144-145. 

^ C . S. Lewis, Perelandra (New York, 1962), p. 4g. 

ITsee Northrup Fry©, Anatomy of Criticism (New York, 
1966), pp. 33, 117, 137-140; W• kflrwin, *Tkere and Back 
Again* The Romance# of Williams, Lewis, and Tolkien," 
Sewanee Review. LXIX (Autumn, 1961), 566-578. 
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qualities that Lewis himself attributes to myths: preter-

natural events and supernatural toeing®, en atmosphere of 

gravity, - a ©ease of the numinous or awe-inspiring, and. Boa© 

Important concept about the nature of man. 

There are certain Inherent disadvantage® as well as 

advantages in using myth in flotion. First, there Is the 

problem of getting an audience to take such a work seriously 

rather than to diesis® it as ese&plst literature. Through 

subtitles and preface® Lewis seems to warn potential readers 

about the nature of hi® books so that they may avoid his worfe 

If they are not interested in children's books, sclencs 

fantasy, or a myth retold* His reputation as a Christian 

apologist helps to counteract this charge of escapism for 

many readers» and the spiritual implications of his fiction 

might seem to clear away the charge entirely. But Patricia 

Spacks points out that because Christianity is often not 

accepted by the modern reader, Lewis's work may still be 

called escapist literature, Lewis tries to avoid the 

escapism of science fiction and children's books by making 

his books relevant to religious concerns; but Bpaeks says 

that he then appears merely to move into another kind of 

unreality because in the twentieth century the religious 

novel is likely to seem as unrelated to most men1e lives as 

are science fiction end children's literature.1® 

l8j»atrioi& Meyer 3packs, "The Myth-Maker's Dilemma: Three 
Hovels by 0. S. Lewis," Discourse. II (October, 1959), 24l. 
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It 1B clear that many people may not like Lewis's books, 

but escapism or failure to deal with life's problems hardly 

seems to be a valid objection to his work# It is preoisely 

his concern with the complexities of life which determine® 

Lewie's eholoe of themes, but he chooses to treat them In 

terms of man's spiritual nature and on an individual rather 

than a social basis. Yiright suggests that the charge of 

avoiding the complexities of modern life may be partly dealt 

with by the reminder that myth is not supposed to give socio-

logical or psychological analysis. The archetypal seems 

simple, and modern thought is somewhat sueplolous of the 

simple. Lewis does not deny that man is a part of modern 

society* but ho treats hi® primarily as a part of the uni-

verse. When he discusses social and religious relationships 

in terns of courtesy and humor, he is making "an attempt to 

achieve proportion and perspective•*^9 

toother problem for the mythmaker may be getting readers 

to understand myth. For example, &B Wright states* myth 

with scope must have a cosmic pattern, or a scientific and 

philosophical theory of the universe and its laws, yet the 

modern aythinaker cannot assume that any single cosmology will 

be understood by his readers. He may use a Christian cosmic 

structure, but Christianity is not always accepted by modem 

readers, or if it Is accepted, It is "usually not thought of 

bright, p. 183. 
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as having much to do with cosmology* • » . Christian cosmol-

ogy Is generally associated with the medieval period." 

Therefore the modern mythmaker ha® to explain hi® coBatology 

and make it convincing# Still another problem involve® the 

relation of that which is supernatural to that which it 

realistic* la Lewis*s work this becomes a problem only in 

That Hideoub Strength* where, a® Wright point® out, hit 

contemporary setting at times result® in Mto© melodramatic a 

juxtaposition** of these two# Wright grants that Lewi®*® 

work may be limited in appeal because of subject matter,, al-

though those who like it are usually vigorously In favor of 

It. Bat the mythmaker1© skill, even when great, Is not suf-

ficient to get his vision accepted unless the reader is abl# 

to accept the presentation of the nature of ultimate reality 

in imaginative form.20 

When a religious attitude is an integral part of myth, 

as In Lewi®1® work, the matter of didacticism must also be 

considered, Spaoks says that Lewis ha© the power® of a myth-

maker, but hi® work fall® short of mythio stature bec&ue© his 

Intent is didaotic; he creates myth to teach morality whereas 

it is the nature of myth to be beyond the merely didactic* 

According to $ packs, in using mythio elements to serve a 

moral scheme Lewis removes the "cloudy, vast significance" 

which belongs to myth, and his character® and adventures are 

20lbld.. pp. 158-159. 
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hard to take seriously when they se©m to be presented as 

merely an excuse for homily.2! Much of this protest Is 

answered by making a dlstlnotlon between that which la nar-

rowly dldaotlo and that which la a mythic embodiment of a 

view of man's plat® In the cosmos. there are a few passages 

In Lewis's novels which lack subtlety In th© presentation of 

religious ideas, are unnecessarily long, end damage th® Imme-

diacy of the narrative. But, as Wright says, on th© whole 

lewis's primary aim is to tell a good story within a mythic 

framework, and his total work Is not didactic but offers a 

vision rather than a message, a revelation rather than a 

sermon.22 

Whether the writer creates his own myths, borrows from 

previously existing myths, or reworks well-known myths for 

his own purposes, the use of myth has at least as many advan-

tages as It has disadvantages. Moorman points out that myth 

offers **& complete and ordered cosmos" and a ^system of 

coherent belief upon whioh a writer can build ordered and 

meaningful work* Myth also offers Hs meaningful and coherent 

symbolism" to the writer. When the writer borrows from well-

known myths, he is able to take advantage of 

• * • a special sort of symbol at one© more complex 
and more meaningful than the symbol of the poet's own 
making. Myth, when used as symbol, brings with it the 
complexity of its own milieu, which becomes free to 
operate on Its own terms . . , . 

2lfipacks, pp. 239, 242. 22Wrlght, pp. 168, 175. 
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• . • Thus by the us© of myth a® symbol the poet not 
only increases the richness ant fullness of hie own 
ordering of experience, hut the reader m well comes 
to understand the poet's statement more thoroughly#. 
time® he need not rely wholly upon the poet1® arbitrary 
metaphorical pattern hat can bring to the poem . . . 
the general knowledge of the myth referent which h© 
already possesses. • . • 

• • • /fn addition, myth enables the writer tcj7 unify 
the disordered world h® sees around his with "ih© or-
dered world represented by myth by imposing that order 
upon tee ohaotlo structure of his own experience#25 

Toy* example, an allusion to Christian symbols has the advan-

tag© of getting a stock response# However, Moorman states 

that in the trilogy Lewis only occasionally makes suoh allu-

sions. Instead he usually avoids these responses so as not 

to repel many of the readers h© is trying to reach, and he 

creates new myth, whleh translates Christian concepts into 

fresh mythical termsBesides creating myths Lewis also 

borrows from previously existing myths by using suoh things 

as centaurs, unicorns, and dwarfsI and Till We lave faces is 

a reworking of a well-known myth. 

Myth offers the writer other advantages. As Wright 

suggests, myth is a means of autonomy, and it allows the 

writer to us® his own cosmology, in telling a story about 

supernatural beings a writer may use myth to create the 

environment he wants and thereby avoid associations which 

2*Sharles Moorman, Arthurian Triptycht Mythic Materlali 
1^_Charles Vllllamsj C. S. Lewis* and' T»S7 Eliot (Berkeley.' 

n pp * ># 

2AIbld.. pp. 107-111. 
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would accompany such a story If set in a realistic framework* 

Myth provides a self-contained world which can impose Its own 

system of realityI It leaves historical reality, and by means 

of magic, fantasy» or the numinous, it takes the reader to 

this remote and independent world* Myth Is an attempt to 

"relate history to universal reality*® A non-verlflable 

world Is chosen in order to present the mythical univers® so 

that it will he properly interpreted, A mythic framework 

allows a writer to dissociate certain ideas from that which 

is topical so that he may comment on such things as govern-

ment or religion without referring to a local government or 

a particular aeot*2^ 

Furthermore, myth strengthens archetypal association®• 

As Wright states, the simple structure of myth allow® many 

objects or ©vents to stand out, and that which is numinous 

M. . . gives Its quality to archetypal objects, creating sa 

atmosphere of illumination which would in other circumstances 

be characteristic of mysticism or vision.* She mythmaker has 

the advantage of being able to give psychological depth to 

his work through the archetypal associations of mythj these 

associations are able to give object® significance which 

communicates Hmore effectively to man than the strictly 

practical or scientific modern world with which man has lost 

touch#M Man becomes aware of Mth© universal and personal 

25Wright, pp. 38-40. 
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relationships in the natural world," and the cosmic order 

of myth offers man a function sad an identity in universal 

o r d e r . 2 6 in addition, myth allows a writer to reveal that 

part of reality which cannot be shown in mere reporting of 

thing# done by real people, As Edmund Fuller says, such 

reporting does not necessarily portray the reality of life; 

even at best it leaves out glimpses of who, what, and where 

men are- Reality which is beyond what men can see, hear, 

feel, taste, or smell may be approached better through fan-

tasy and symbol than through "realism.m2? It is this part 

of reality with which Lewis is primarily concerned. 

Lewis seem® to be able to overcome to a great extent 

most of the disadvantages involved in the us© of myth. Sx-

eept to reader® who are unprepared to accept a view of 

reality presented in imaginative terms, Lewis's skill pre-

sents hi® vision clearly. In the space trilogy there are a 

number of didactic passages which lessen the imaginative 

impact of the booteef there is also a problem in That Hideous 

strength in relating the supernatural and the realistic, but 

the books which follow the trilogy show much improvement J in 

the last novel, .fill le Have Faces , these problems do not 

arise. His fiction may be Halted in appeal because of his 

26 Ibid., pp, 41, 160. 

^Edmund Fuller, "The Christian Spacemant 0. S* Lewis.M 

Ba&fcg with Men leliind Them (New York, 1959), p. 148. 
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subject, but it rises above the charge of escapisai in 

depicting Individuals growing to spiritual maturity M s work 

relates to the basic problems of ©exit Lewis's works profit 

from those advantages which myth offerst an ordered cosmos, 

a dissociation from the merely topicalt and meaningful 

symbols with strong archetypal associations* 



CHAPTER III 

TEE SPAC3 THXUOOY 

Lewis*t space trilogy—Out of the f|lm% fflaaet (1938), 

Perelandra, (19^3), and That Hideous Strength (19*5)--combine® 

many element®, of which the moat notable are science fantasy, 

Arthurian myth, ant Christian theology * These elements are 

cosfcined to form Lewis*s own myth—the silent planet myth or 

the mfth of peep Heaven, This myth gives imaginative life 

to spiritual themes , which are illustrated rather thus dis-

cussed! and the three novels render attractive a complex of 

Ideas from Christian theology# 

In order to present Christian dootrine Lewis needed, 

according to Shumater, . a fictlve analogue for a pre-

pared worldview—an analogue • . . which would h&v® at least 

a semi-realistic credibility « . . .* With such an analogue 

he could bring to human perception that which is usually out-

side normal experience—timeless, spaceless, and noa^-sensory 

reality. He found this counterpart in science fantasy, in 

which the fictlve universe ©an be expanded beyond the usual 

limitations of human perception*1 In this expansion Earth 

may be seen from a cosmic perspective. 

^Wayne Shumaker, "The Cosmic Trilogy of C» S» Lewis,* 
Hudson Review* VIII (Summer, 1955)» 240-242. 

24 
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Lewis, therefore, chooses Mars, or Malacan&ra, as the 

setting for fijit of Jfche Silent Planet; Venue, or Perelandra, 

as the setting for PerelandraI and Earth, or Thulcandra, m 

the setting for That Hideous Strength* The time period of 

the first two novel# is contemporary to the time in whioh 

Lewis was writing them—Just before and during the first 

part of World War II • The third novel, written in 19*5, is 

set in the relatively near future, or after the war. 

In Out of the Silent Planet Slwin Ransom, a Cambridge 

philologist, is captured by Weston, a scientist, and Devlne, 

hie financial backer, and taken to Malacandra in a space-

ship* There Hansom escapes his captors and lives among the 

three types of rational creatures, or hnau, of Malacandrat 

the seroni (singular, aorn), the hrossa (singular, hross), 

and the pfifltriggi (singular, pflfltrlsn)* Besides thess 

creatures there are many eldila (singular, eldll). or crea-

tures like angels. Ransom also meets the Oyarsa (plural, 

Qyrfresu), or tutelary deity, who rules Malacandra and tells 

him of Weston*s plans to claim the planet for Earth®en. 

Hansom then learns that Thulcandra, or Earth, the silent 

planet, has no comaunication with the rest of the universe. 

This separation is a result of the rebellion of Sarth's 

planetary intelligence, the Bent Oyarsa (Satan) against 

Maieldll (God). Ransom returns to Earth in the spaceship 

with Weston and Devine. 
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Perelandra begins with Hansom's being sent on a special 

miaeion to Perelandra in a coffin-sized box supplied by the 

Oyarsa of Malacandra* Hansom is Msleldll*s agent, and ho 

must oppose Weston* the servant of th© Bent Oyarsa. In an 

analogue to the temptation of Sve, they attempt to influence 

Tinidril, the Green Lady, who is the first woman created on 

Perelandra. After much disputation, there is a physical 

battle in which Ransom is victorious although he receives a 

wound in his heel* Because Hansom defeats Weston, the <Jreen 

Lady is able to freely choose to obey Maleldil« After a 

reunion of the Oreen Lady and her husband, th© King# there 

is a ceremony of thanksgiving for Hansom and of adoration of 

Maleldil. Then Hansom returns to Sarth. 

In fhat Hideous Strength Hansom lives in the village of 

St. Anne * a f where he heads a company formed to oppose th© 

national Institute of Co-ordinated ixperlaents at Salbury, 

the N.I.C.S., an organisation of scientists used by the Bent 

Oyarsa. While Xturtc Studdock, a young sociologist, is drawn 

into the N.I.C.E., his wife, Jane, Join® Hansom*'® company 

and uses her psychic powers to help locate the Merlin of 

Arthurian myth* At Maleldil1 s bidding Merlin has be©n kept 

in a state of suspended animation for centuries in order to 

allow him to participate in this struggle• Filled with the 

powers of the planetary intelligences, Merlin brings the 

curse of Babel upon the gelbury scientists, and they are 

destroyed. Hansom Is then taken back to PerelaMra# HaiftE 
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and Jane are reunited, and the work of the Beat Oyarsa 1® 

temporarily retarded. 

Christian theology provides Lewis with themes» and 

science fantasy provides him with a technique. Fantasy may 

be defined a® f,a conscious breaking free from experienced 

reality*? the terra is applied to worfes which present "unreal 

charactersH In non-existent worlds.2 Fantasy deliberately 

presents Improbabilities In time, place, character, or object. 

Science fantasy may be defined as a work which contains Ma 

situation that could not arise in the world we know# bat 

which is hypothesised on the basis of son© innovation In 

science or technology, or pseudo-science or pseud©«technology, 

whether human or extra-terrestrial in origin#*3 Lewis uses 

the real planets Mars, Venus, and Sarth, but the reader get® 

a mythical version of the®; therefore, Malacandra sad Perel-

an&ra are unverifiable places# The setting of fhat Hideous 

Strength in the future provides an unverifiable time, and 

supernatural characters and scientific or pseudo-scientific 

innovations appear in all three novels. Ransom*s means of 

transportation to Malacandra Is a type of spaceship that did 

not exist when Lewis wrote the book, and his means of trans-

portation to Perelandra is a coffin which Is Mextra-terrestn&l 

%llllam P» Thrall and M&leon Hibbard, A Handbook to 
Literature, rev. ed. (New York, I960), p. 198. 

^Klngsley Amis, lew Ifffis of jellr A Survey of 
Fiction (New York, 1965T, P. lB7 
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la origin*** Also the experiments of the Belbury scientists 

In That Hideous Strength produce some scientific innovations, 

cuoh as Keeping alive the head of an. executed man* 

In reading science fantasy Lewis found that the world of 

outer space, as Wright says, offers the writer a "world of 

'otherness,* having its own definable quality Just as Norse 

myth did." But although science fantasy provided Levis with 

a framework for the trilogy, his version of that form is 

unusual in its treatment of space as a place of radiant life 

and warmth.^ A universal background is used to place Thulo-

andra, the silent planet, in perspective and to explain why 

it is out of harmony with the rest of the universe. Only In ' 

the setting of another planet is Hansom, the main character 

of the trilogy, able to understand that Sarth Is unique In 

the universe because of Its fallen state and that, beyond the 

orbit- of Earth's moon, harmony and Joy exist In Beep Heaven* 

Once a reader becomes accustomed to the strangeness of 

Malaeandra, he Is apt to feel, as Marjorle Klcolson suggests, 

"none of the grotesquerle of Swift's Brobdlngnagian world, 

none of the terror of Wells* Cavor and Bedford."J he, like 

Ransom, 1® able to feel respect and affection for the Intelli-

gent creature© on Malaoandra#^ These attitudes are encouraged 

by Lewisfs realistic presentation of detail# Lewis gives so 

bright, p, 23. 

%arjorl© Hope Klcolson, Voyages to the Moon (New fork, 
1948), p. 253. 
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many facte about the flora and fauna, history, geography, and 

language of Mal*oanAra that the reader almost feel* at If he 

has Hired there. 

Throughout the trilogy Lewis is able to use reallBtle 

place description® to suggest something about the characters 

associated with those places. Shumaker notes that this is 

demonstrated in the first chapter# of 0(|t of Silent 

Planet* when Hansom Is oaptured by Weston and Devine. The 

house of Weston and Devine contains expensive furniture but 

no curtains or carpets, and it has stained walls and cluttered 

rooms; empty chaatpagne bottles, cigars, opened sardine tins, 

and bread orumbB litter the tables • The description of their 

house shows how unsatisfactory their lives are,6 Also, in 

That Hideous Strength the descriptions of Belbury and St. 

Anne1 s reveal much about the people connected with them. Jit 

St. Anne's there are beautiful trees and flowers» and the 

house is comfortably, though not expensively, furnished. 

There emphasis is given to both beauty and comfort. On the 

other hand, the Selbury grounds are formal but gaudy and func-

tional without being attractive. The building is furnished 

in expensive but tasteless furniture, and everywhere the 

emphasis is on efficiency. Through such descriptions Lewis 

gives meaning without giving detailed explanations. 

The setting of Perelandra, an unfalien world, is an 

important element in the novel. The sensuous beauty of the 

^Shumaker, pp. 249-251. 
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planet reveals the Joy© of an unfallen world—Joys which, as 

Lewis continually reminda the reader. Earth h&e lost. fh@ 

setting is lis this way symbolic of a way of life# One of the 

outstanding features of the novel is the description of the 

planet# As Spacks says, 

Lewis has the poet*s ability to ©ojsnrey sharp visual 
scenesI he telg.es upon the most vivid elements of 
Christian legend as well as those of classical mythol-
ogy . . . . He ha® the power to visualize brilliantly 
and to Inform his visions with a sense of deep sig-
nificance • . . 

One example of this descriptive ability of Lewis is to be 

found in Ransom1® first impressions of Perelandra# 

The sky was pure, flat gold like the background of a 
medieval picture. It looked very distant—a# far off 
a® a cirrhus /ii«7 ©loud looks from earth# The ocean 
was gold too, in the offing, flecked with innumerable 
shadows# The nearer waves, though golden where their 
summits caught the light, were green on their slopes? 
first emerald, and lower down a lustrous bottle green, 
deepening to blge where they passed beneath the shadow 
of other w®ves#® 

Hot all critics are intrigued by Malacandra and Perel-

andra, however. Sprague Be Camp finds Malacandra and 

Perelandra insipid because of their perfection# He prefers 

That Hideous Strength because its environment lacks this 

perfection and because in it Lewis spends less time on de-

scription^ in contrast to the first two novels, that 

Hideous Strength is set on Earth, and it has a realistic 

*̂ Spacks, p, 239* ®Lewls» Perelandra. p» 35» 

9L. Bprague Be Camp, Science-Fiction Handbook (New 
York, 1953), p. 83# 
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beginning. The first two ohaptera are so realistic, in fact, 

that Lewi® warns readers in the preface not to to© misled, by 

this realism,. 

1 have called this & fairy-tale in the hope that no on® 
who dislikes fantasy way be misled by the first two 
chapter® into reading further, and then complain of hi® 
disappointment* If you ask why—intending to writ© 
about magicians* devils* pantomime animal®, and plane-
tary angels—I nevertheless begin with such hum-drum 
scenes and persons* 1 reply that I am following the 
traditional fairy-tale. We do not always notice its 
method* because the cottages* castles* woodcutters* 
and petty kings with which a fairy-tale opens have' be-
come for us as remote as the witches and ogres to which 
it proceeds. But they were not remote at all to the 
men who made and first enjoyed the stories,*1® 

Events of the novel take place In the area around iracton 

College and the English village of Edgestow# This setting 

is closely associated with the symbols used to carry the mean-

ing of the story. The Arthurian myth11 is connected with the 

area of Edgestow through the figure of Merlin, who is burled 

in Br&gdon Mood, property of Bracton College, 

Despite the realism of the first part of That Hideous 

Strength, the book Is not a realistic novel but a myth like 

2M5 af J&§ ill,gal Pluet and Perelandra, In the whole trll-

°Sy» including That Hideous Strength, the presence of the 

Oyeresu and the eldlla gives Mth© effect of a timeless and 

spaceless existence which takes precedence over the 

P. 7. 
11 

10C. S. Lewis, that ffldeous Strength (New Xortc* 1962), 

„«i 4, ,1 Arthurian myth supplements the 
silent planet myth because Lewis e cosmic machinery cannot 
M o S w ^ / o j y u l . f l l f withottt «r5S5litJT 
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contemporary setting.M^2 This effect help© to clearly place 

the trilogy in a mythical context. Lewi© has said, 

So merely physical strangeness or merely spatial dis-
tance will realize the idea of otherness which is what 
w© are always trying to grasp in a story about voyaging 
through space* you must go into another dimension. To 
construct plausible and moving 1 other worlds1 you must 
draw on the only real 'other world* we know, that of 
the spirit.*' 

It 1® this other world of the spirit which Lewis brings to 

life in these three novels* 

In the mythical world to which the setting introduce® 

the reader# events occur that would seem impossible in the 

world of ordinary time and place. Lewis* a master story* 

teller who can evoke both suspense and immediacy, makes the 

story of the trilogy interesting even for those who do not 

appreciate his themes* Most of Lewis's orltios agree that 

these books have the thrills and suspense of conventional 

science fantasy. Taken only at this level the trilogy pro-

vides enthralling adventure; but this is not all the trilogy 

has to offer. 

The greatness of the theme and the universal applica-
tion of the basic struggle make the adventures far more 
real and personal than the merely mechanical perils of 
r̂ohn Carter or JProfessor Oavors taken on this level 
. . * the books are In a different olais from any 
/other space flight stories/ . . . . 

12Wright# p. 60. 

«C. S, Lewis# *Qn storiest
# Essays Presented to Charles 

(Ipndont 19^7)» P» 98. 
l4Roger L. Green, Into Other Worlds> Spaceflight 
U f r o m Luolan to Lewis (London. 1958), p. 1 8 4 . • 
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The background of this basic struggle 1© given In Out of 

the Silent Planets when, the Oyarsa of Malacandra telle Ransom 

of the confllot between the Bent Oyarsa of Sarth and Maleldil. 

The continuing struggle becomes mora prominent in Perelandra 

as Hansom and Veston oppose eaoh other. This conflict on 

Perelandra foreshadows the battle in the third novel• 

Through Weston the Bent Oyarsa tries unsuccessfully to infect 

Deep Heaven with his evil? after Weston1*® death# the lent 

Oyarsa works through the Belbury scientists and through his 

eldila. There is an apocalyptic battle between good and evil 

when the eldila fro® Beep Heaven oome to thwart the B©nt 

Oyaraa's schemes, which defy the order of the cosmic hierarchy. 

In That Hideous Strength the opposition of good and evil 

is centered on the conflict between Ransom^s company at St. 

Anne1 s and the National Institute of Co-ordinated Experiments* 

The scientists of the N.I .C.E. at Belbury claim to promote 

state efficiency and remedial treatment of criminals, but 

they plan to sterilize or liquidate backward groups* estab-

lish a police state, and make an Intellectual elite the 

rulers of all. The forces of evil have chosen this group to 

go their work. Hansom*s company has been chosen to serve 

Maleldll. Lewis still maintains a® a primary plot element 

the opposition of the eldila of Maleldll and the bent eldila, 

but he narrows this in expression to the opposition between 

the N.I.C»'£• and Hansom*s group. A still narrower and more 

concentrated symbol of this conflict exist® in the relationship 
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of Mark and Jane as they are separated by their involvement 

In opposing organizations. 

The Arthurian myth becomes incorporated Into the con-

flict because both the N.I.C.E. and Ransom's company want the 

aid of Merlin# who la soon to come out of hit long tranee. 

Am Wright states, since Arthurian stories suggest that Merlin 

was pat to sleep by enchantment* It 1® easy to Incorporate 

hi® In a new story* fhe Arthurian and silent planet myths 

are farther linked by the suggestion that Arthur1® resting 

place of Avalon is on Perelandra.1^ And Hansom Is linked to 

Arthurian myth by being renamed Mr. Fisher-King. Because of 

their earthly settings the Arthurian stories lend themselves 

to adaptation to a fictional situation on Earth. At the 

same time they ©an be'fitted to Lewises silent planet myth 

through the character of Ransom-Mr. Fisher-King. 

Moorman notes that the mythical pattern of death and 

rebirth explains the transformation of Hansom into Mr. 

Fisher-King* On Perelandra he receives a wound, paralleling 

the Fisher King's wound,16 which will not heal, and ha is 

from there on a new person. By using suoh elements as 

bright, pp. 59# 151 • 

l6ln Arthurian myth the Holy 0-rall was guarded by the 
descendants of Joseph of Artmathea. Because of his sins, one 
of these descendants received a wound which could not be 
healed, thereafter the guardian of the Q-rall was called MLe 
Rol 3?©ch©urH—the Sinner King or the Fisher King, fhoma®.-
Bulfinch, The ̂ ge of Chivalry (New York, 1962), pp. 155-158. 
See also Jessie L. Weston, From Ritual to Romano® {darden 
City, 1957). PP« 113-116. * 
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Hansom ,!s being both Fisher King and Pendragon,1? Merlin*® 

involvement with Ransom's company, and the spiritual society 

of Logrea, Lewis by indirection suggests the whole history 

of the Hound Tsblo and a oontrast bstwssn Logres and BPit&iQ» 

!£he conflict between the religious society of Logres and the 

secular society of Britain dominates both th© Arthurian 

stories and £hat Hideous SteBES* Tm presence of Arthurian 

characters suggests a search for grace with which to redeem 

civilisation from the secular mate ri all tot of the N.I .C.E. 

Lewi® implies that the moral problem® of jane and Marl: Stud-

dock are not all that is at stake! Instead the issues are of 

cosmic importance.18 Thus the Arthurian myth Is used to 

suggest the gravity of the conflict and to give magnitude to 

the struggle. 

the adventures of the trilogy are part of a conflict 

of great importance* as Wright says, la this struggle be-

tween good and evil, evil is not Just an abstract principle 

but something with physical characteristics# something which 

can be met in battle. In a myth which presents the coemlo 

order in the torn of a kingdom, evil is "apocalyptic m i , 

a final, complete, demonic challenge to the kingdom,w but it 

» . f6g.ll 3-s a title rather than a name, meaning "chief 
leader in oaitle or chief dragonH; it was given to military 

e5^fXSedAlnSly,pow2l'a' Herbert 8. Robinson and 
mox Wilson* J^thg and .Legends of All nations (New York, 
XyOX)$ P# 199# 

1doorman* pp. 122, 125-126. 
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1B not a© strong a® divine power, e M it never attacks the 

supreme powers of the cosmos direotly#1^ the basis for 

Lewis's view of the universe at war is found in Here Chris-

Christianity agrees with Dualism that this universe is 
at war# But it does not think this 1® a war between 
Independent powers. It thinks It is a civil war, a 
rebellion, and that we are living in a part, of the 
universe oooupied fey the rebel# 

anemy-ooettpied territory—that is what this world 
is. Christianity is the story of how the rightful king 
has landed, you algpkt say landed in disguise, and is 
©ailing us all to take part In a great campaign of 

e§£b©tage#s® 

All three books of the trilogy are adventure stories 

using the mode of science fantasy* but beside® providing 

excitement the adventures present Christian theology relat-

ing not only to fiueth and man but also to the entire universe, 

Gilbert Highet finds it entirely appropriate that Lewises 

science fantasy should have moral and intellectual content# 

the exploration of space and other worlds is necessarily 

involved with religious questions about the Creator# lis 

purposes in creation, Hit relation to man and any other Intel-

ligent creatures, and man's relation to any other intelligent 

creatures.2! I»©wis hag mueh to say about these questions 

through the experiences presented in the trilogy# 

bright, pp. 103-104. 

20C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity (Hew Xorfe, i960), p. 36. 

210ilbert Hlghet, "From world to World," People. 
and leekg (New York, 1953), p. 132. 

r 
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la Lewis1 s oosmic myth the God of the unlvers* is nased 

Maleldll• He Is often ©ailed Haleldll the Young and is said 

to lire with hi® father, the Old One» There Is also a Third 

One, but he is known only by name to the Inhabitants of the 

unfalien worlds of Ualacandra and P e r e l a n d r a * 2 2 jgaleldll 

created all the worlds and made an Oyarsa ruler of each 

planet. M Oyarsa Is an intelligent spirit who, unless con-

fined by Maleldll, lives in Deep Heaven, or space, rather 

than being restricted to a planet. Re Is assisted in his 

rule over a planet by a multitude of eldlla, or angel-lllee 

creatures» 

Ransom learns on Malaean&ra that the earthly conceptions 

of the gods Mars and Vena® are blurred reflections of the 

actual Oyeresu as they appear when they assume human forms. 

The earthly conception is distorted, but it retains sueh char-

acteristics as the cold, metallic quality of Mai*s and the 

warm, maternal quality of Venus* Mercury, Saturn, and Jupi-

ter appear briefly in That Hideous Strength, and they, too, 

are seen as the full statements of the distorted earthly 

images of them. Hansom learn® from the Oyarsa of Malacandra 

that Earth's Oyarsa 

* . became bent# That was before any life came on 
your world.. Those were the Bent Xears • . . when h© 
was not yet bound to Thuleandra but free like us* It 
was la his mind to spoil other worlds besides his own* 

22The Third One, a parallel to the Holy Spirit of the 
Christian Trinity, is not needed by these unf alien creatures, 
who communicate with Maleldll• 
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He smote your moon • * « /an^7 brought the cold death 
on my harandra before Its time . . • * ¥© did not leave 
him so at large for long# There was great war, and w® 
drove him back out of the heavens and bound him in the 
air of his own world m Maleldil taught «®* There doubt-
less he lie® to this hour, and we know no more of that 
planet! it la silent. We think that Maleldil would not 
give it up utterly to the lent One, and there are stortei 
among us that He ha# taken strange eounsel and dared 
terrible things, wrestling with the Bent One in Thule-

andya*1*^ 

The lent Gyarsa of garth has demon® or bent eldlla to help 

M a oarry out his plana I they are the forces of evil, whloh 

fight Maleldil and his servants• 

Slwin Hansom is the most prominent eh&raeter in the 

first two books of the trilogy. Kilby points out a number 

of similarities between Hansom and Lewis. Both were seden-

tary .scholars, philologists, and bachelors,2^ who had war 

wounds, were fond of swimming, and were opposed to vivisec-

tion* At times Eaneoa,!e speeches read like Lewis's non-

flotion ©©laments, so thai when Bansom speaks, the reader may 

think that he hears a thinly -disguised Lewls.2^ Lewis 

perhaps tried to minimise this res«ablano@26 by having a 

23Lewis, Oii of M S SMSBt £1983*» p* X2X• 
2^Lewis# however, did subsequently marry Helen Joy 

Davidman Oreshsa in 1957« See Kilby, pp* 21-22• 
2%bid».» p. 100* 
26Hot only is there much of Lewis In Ransom, but also 

Lewis has said that "though he did not even realise it at 
the time, there is mueh of Charles Williams in his picture of 
tensom.M Hathan 0. Starr, Xlgg Arthur ,yoday (Gainesville, 
195*0, P# 203* Charlei Wiiliajas (fBoS-19̂ 5) was a British 
orltio, poet, novelist, dramatist, biographer, and theologian* 
He was a close friend of Lewie and an Influence on hiaw 
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philologist friend of Hansom, named Lewis, narrate the first 

two novels. 

But whatever resemblance Ransom may haw to Lewis 1® 

overshadowed by his associations as a Christ figure and aft 

Pendragon and fisher King. On Pwelsaadrs, Ransom le&ms that 

Maleldll plans to «ave the planet "not through Himself but 

through Himself In Ransom* and that even the meaning of his 

name, Hansom, was planned ae part of the pattern in which h© 

Is Involved.2? Baaeoa1'® fight with Weston enables Perelandra 

to remain unfalien, and as Kilby notes, Ransom's wound from 

the struggle with Weston parallels Christ's wounds.2® 

Hansom's wound is not to be healed until he is taken to 

Perelandra after the battle in that Hideous Strength. On 

Thuloandra Ransom will never age or die, but his wound will 

continue to tolled as long as he remains there. Moorman says 

that la the silent planet myth Hansom''s wound is a symbol of 

his humanity and a sign of his oonflict with evil# and that 

in the Arthurian myth it connects him to the Fisher King, 

who was wounded because of his sin®. Both Hansom and the 

Fisher King have roles as spiritual leaders and superior men. 

In the person of Hansom-Mr. Flsher-Klng, Lewis shows the rela-

tion between Logres and the eldlla.2^ 

As Maleldll1s servant and leader of the company of the 

faithful in That Hideous Strength. Hansom is called both Nr. 

^Lewls, Perelandra. pp. 145» 147. 

28Kilby, p. 100. ^Moorman, p. 117. 
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Fisher-King and Pendragon of Logres. Wright suggests that 

this joining of Fisher King and JPendragon Indicates not only 

that Hanson 18 related to Arthurian myth bat also that h© is 

a successor of Arthur In That Hideous Strength Bamsom 110 

longer dominates the actioni h© Is withdrawn so as to become 

more on Influence than a participant In the action, fhongh 

withdrawn, Ransom 1® not weak* As Uathan C. Starr points out* 

Hansom is a nan of great power# Hi© contact with the plan®* f 

tary Intelligences gives hla strength and confidence. B«t h# 

Is not *a disembodied spiritual symbol''? his spiritual impor- 1 

time© 1® balanced by his humanity.^* Ransom~Mr. Fiehor-King 

is a representative of Maleldll' s power on -Earth; his travels 

enable him to communicate with those in the outer universe. 

As Moorman states, in this novel Hansom is half-human and 

half-divine, and M s agelessness and strength establish hia 

a® an almost mythical character. He is not only the Fisher 

ling of the Grail myth but also the Pendragon, and "hla 

household is the remnant of Logres,w32 the ancient Christian 

society within secular Britain. Zn his position of leader-

ship of this company RsnaoB 1® Arthur*b stystic&l successor. 

the impression which 3m® Studdock ha® of Ransom illus-

trates his mythical qualities. 

Of course he was not a boy—how could she have thought 
sot The fresh skin on his forehead and cheeks and, 

50*right, p. 152. 51Starr, pp. 186-187. 

5%ooman, pp. 112-114. 
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above all, on M s hands, had suggested the idea# But 
no boj could have so fail a beard* And no boy oould toe 
®o strong. She had expected to see an invalid* low it 
was manifest that the grip of those hands would be ines-
capable, and Imagination suggested that those arms and 
shoulders oould support the whole house, * * * It came 
over her, with a sensation of quick fear that this fate 
was of no age at all* She had . « * disliked bearded 
faces except for old men with white hair. S«t that was 
because she had long since forgotten the imagined. 
Arthur of her ohildhood • * * 

.Hansom has a charismatic effect on Jane which immediately 

breaks through her wish to stay uninvolved* fhe members of 

the company and even the animals they keep are somewhat awed 

by Ransom and are obedient to hill# 

3mt a® Hansom has mythical qualities, EG has Merlin, 

who appears only in mat Hideous strength* loth Ransom*s 

company and the N.I *C*E* want the supernatural power that -

Merlin possesses* For the destruction of his enemies Malel-

dil plans to work through a man, and the man best suited for 

this work is Merlin* A® H&neom explain® to Merlin, Maleldil 

wants to send the power of the Gyeresu through 

tt* * * a man whose mind is opened to b© m Invaded, • # * 
one who by his own will once opened it. . * . / i f / it 
were ay task, I would not refuse it# But he will not 
suffer a mind that still has its virginity to be so vio-
lated* And through a black magician's mind their purity 
neither can nor will operate* On© who has dabbled * • * 
£La. magig7 in the days when dabbling had not begun to be 
evil* or was only Just beginning * • * and alio a 
Christian man and a penitent * A tool * • • good enough 
to be ©o used and not too good* Zn all Mies© Western 
parts of the world there was only one man who had lived 
in those days and could still ue recalled* Xou— 

3?Lewls, fhat Hideous Strength* pp* 142-143 * 

y^ihid*P p. 291, The fourth and fifth sets of ellipses 
are Lewis's. 
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Merlin's angle 1® Insufficient by itself, bat combined 

with the forces of the Qyeresu, It 1® "vitally Important 111 

confounding the satanlc conspiracy» (Although these forces 

give him additional strength, he it not merely the pawn of 

the planetary Intelligences•) Hot only Merlin's magical 

power# but also his eajfthiness 1® emphasized, and his know* 

ledg© of the properties of herbs and. hi® Influence over 

animals are indicative of Merlin*s close contact with nature* 

Moorman says that Merlin Is a representative of the power of 

nature both in his physical appearance and in his ability to 

make nature work for him. Because of his physical vitality 

and Mb magical power, Merlin is able to become m active 

force of good, as Ransom, with a physical wound and a half-

divine character, become® a passive fore®.55 

In the first two novels of the trilogy sftward Weston Is 

the Bent Oyar§afi chief representative and Ransom's opponent* 

Ha is a brilliant physicist, whose goal is for mm to colons# 

the universe# The Oyarsa of Malacandra tells Weston that Ills 

evil nature could be euredi but "Weston rejects this idea, and 

on Perelandra he delivers himself completely into the power 

of the lent Oyarsa* As Vies ton calls on the demon to possess 

him, Hansom sees him fall into convulsions, screaming and 

rolling on the ground* Later Hansom becomes convinced that 

«, . # this, in fact, was not a man I that Weston's body was 

5%oo»sn, pp* 119-121* 
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kepi, walking and un&ecaylng, in ferelandra by some wholly 

different kind of life, and that Weston himself wast gone. "36 

Weston i» referred to thereafter a® "the tin-man •" Walsh says 

that Weston la Lewis1® "full-length portrait* of damnation# 

If Lewi® does not concentrate on evoking a feeling of pity 

for Wsston, it la because Weston reaches hit doom lay the 

accumulated ©hole©® of his entire life.37 

Clinton W• Trowbridge di©agrees with Walsh, saying that 

Weston Is not a pioture of human damnation but a picture of 

Satan; he says that Weston is a oomplete villain for whoa the 

reader feels no oompassion because he does not see Weston's 

damnation resulting from acts of free will,58 However, Lewis 

seems to suggest that Weston is s&tanic only because h© has 

chosen to be satanic through his own free will. At his first 

appearance Weston has already lost much of his humanity, but 

he completes the process on Perelandra. Ransom explains what 

has happened to Weston whan h® says, 

Hp till that moment, whenever he had thought of Hell, 
he had pictured the lest soul as being still human; now, 
* . # pity was almost swallowed up In horror . . . . 
If the remains of Weston were • . . speaking through the 
lips of the Un-man, then Weston was not now a man at 
all# fh@ forces which had begun, perhaps years ago, to 

^Lewis, Perelandra* p. 110* 

«, , Walsh, c. g, ifgwlsj. M M M M MB Skeptics (New 
Xork, 19*9), PP. 145, 163. 

•^Clinton W. Trowbridge, "The Twentieth Century British 
Supernatural Hovel,rt unpublished doctoral dissertation, 
Department of English, University of Florida, Gainesville, 
Florida, 1958, p. 309. 
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eat away his humanity had now completed their work* 
fh® intoxicated will which had been slowly poisoning 
the intelligence and the affection® had now at last 
poisoned itself a M the whole psychic organism had 
fallen to pieces.39 

After Weston's death on Perelandra the lent Oyarsa wo A n 

through th© scientist* of the N.I.C.2. Of these, only the 

individuals in the inner circle know that their orders come 

from the revitalised head of m executed man# Within th® 

inner circle only a few know that this head is controlled by 

demons* fh© two leader® of the N«X.O«S., Wither and Froet, 

like Weston* are symbol# of a loss of humanity. Their names 

are descriptive. Frost is referred to as a clocklike figure, 

cold, unemotional. inhuman, Wither progresses to damnation, 

like Weston and Frost, by choices 

What had been in his far-off youth a merely aesthetic 
repugnance to realities that were crude or vulgar, had 
deepened and darkened, year after year, into a fixed 
refusal |f everything that was in any degree other than 

The Selbury scientists are cold, mechanistic, and material-

istic | they are true representatives of the lent Gy&rea whom 

they serve, fhey show on a human level what Lewi® considers 

hell to be like; greed, fear, hatred, and lust for power are 

the predominant ©motion®, and extreme egoism leads each person 

to seek the destruction of all outsid* himself. This egoism 

destroys all human relationships and eventually makes its ' 

victim® inhuman. 

59Lewis, Perelandra. p. 130# 
jk(\ 
vLewi®, That Hideous Strength, p* 353* 
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The ordinary mortals of the trilogy vary widely from 

book to book, In Oyt of Jhe Silent flangt the mortal® of 

Malaoandra are the hrossa, who are hunters and poetsf the 

§©ront* who are scientists and philosophers; arid the pfifl-

triggi, who are mechanical worker© and inventors# Although 

these creatures look like beasts rather than humans, they are 

not monsters but rational creatures with immortal souls* 

These inhabitants of Malaoandra are made to seea credible 

chiefly because of B®®SOB*S attitude toward them. His sen-

sitivity and perceptivity lead hia from fear to acceptance of 

these rational creatures so physically unlike man# Hansom's 

attitude helps the reader to accept these creatures as nat-

ural inhabitants of Malaoandra. 

In fferelandra the only major character besides B&naoa 

and Weston is Tinldrll or the are en Lady, the nWr@n of 

Perelandra# A® Tinidril talks with Weston and Hanson, she 

reveals both her innocence and intelligence# She Is a par* 

tlally symbolic figure# since she represents all the rational 

creatures of ferelandra who will to© her descendants and since 

she is responsible for the decision that will make her world 

a fallen one or leave it unfalien# The "Maa" of Perelsndra, 

the King, lor, who appears only in the last chapter, is also 

a partially symbolic figure. Hot only Is fa© a parallel of 

the earthly Adam but also he reminds Hansom of Christ* 

For the resemblance was, in Its own fashion, infinite, 
so that almost you could wonder at finding no sorrows 
in his brow and no wounds in his hands and feet • . . • 
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But here, where His live image, Ilk® Him within and 
without, mad© by HI® own hare hands out of the depth 
of divine artistry, His masterpiece of self-portraiture 
. * • walked and spoke before Ransom1 s eyes, it could 
never he taken for mar© than an image.̂ 3-

ffaat Hideous strength contains many characters, of which 

two of the most important are Mark and Jane Studdock, a young 

married couple, Marie 1® a sociology Instructor who want® 

desperately to he accepted by the important people of Br acton 

College and of the N *2.0.1. Jane is a woman of modem ld#ae 

on marriage and women's rights • Both characters are pre-

sented sympathetloally and realistically in their youth and 

Inexperience, their vanity and presumption. They are perhaps 

the most individualized said most complex of the characters 

in the trilogy; they are dynamic characters who are changed 

by the events of the novel. $alsh calls Mark "the epitome 

of all nervous and ambitious young instructors'* and ©ay® 

that Lewis is at his best portraying Instructors, scholar®# 

sad scientists.^"2 

Many reader® find that That Hideous Strength reveals 

more skillful characterisation and treatment of human rela-

tionship® than the first two novels.*3 W* R. Irwin suggests, 

however, that in the trilogy as a whole most of the char-

acters are simple* There is a variety of characters, 

4lLewls, Perelandra. pp. 205-206. 

4%&lsh, pp. 145, 148, 

^Margaret a. Ctrenoan, *The Lewis Trilogyi A Scholar's 
Holiday,* Catholic World. CLXVII (July, 1948), p. 342. 
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©specially In That Hideous Strength* bat most of them are not 

complex. They are typical of characters In myth In that they 

are generally acceptable or repellent at Bight, and their 

allegiance© largely determine their natures.^* lark and # & m 

are the primary exceptions to this general tendency because 

they are in the process of conversion throughout the novel, 

and their allegiances change. 

Some of the characters of the trilogy are to a large 

extent symbol© of ideas and attitudes. For example» Andrew 

MacPhee of Hansom's company represent® an excess of rational-

lam. As symbols, many of Lewis's characters serve quickly to 

suggest whole ideas• Most of the characters are, however, 

more complex than flat allegorical figures| most of them are 

at least two-dimensional in that they are symbols of ideas 

or groups of people and at the same time Individuals* For 

example, MacPhee is not Just an epitome of the rationalisti 

he is also a loyal friend of Ransom who Is able to support 

the plans of the company although he does not fully under-

stand or approve of the methods they must us# in their fight* 

Lewis not only has mythical settings, adventures, ant 

characters but also makes use of arohetypal imagery and plot 

patterns. Archetypal Imagery may be defined as followsi 

Some literary symbol® are associated with what seem to 
be universal human experiences, and they act as arche-
types of these experiences* day and night, for 
instance, or summer and winter, representing vitality 

44lrwin, p. 573. 
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and stillness, youth and age* Oreat typical image® like 
these are the stuff of myths • * . .45 

According to Thrall and Hibbard, the term archetype may be 

applied to 

• « .'as I MASSi a descriptive detail* a "PLOT pattern, 
or a character type that occurs frequently in litera-
ture, BOTH, religion, or folklore and is, therefore, 
believed to evoke profound emotions in the reader 
because It awaken® a primordial image In his uacon-
scioufi memory and thus calls into play , . « strong 
responses 

Wright find© that the use of archetypes is one of the major 

patterns in Lewis*® myth and that the archetypes he uses 

include Hthe quest, the company, the ring, the stone, * * . 

the forest, the western islands {or the numinous place/. 

The archetype of the forest is central, according to 

Wright, on the level of the vegetable world; it is "the sym-

bol of the living earth, the primal state of creation.* In 

gfart Hideous Strength Merlin ha® been under Bragdcm Wood 

during his trance. This forest is extremely old and seems to 

have a life of its o«n, which Is unchanged by what happens 

around Itf it seems to be "part of the original, archetypal 

woods.*48 The attitude of the N.X.C.E. scientists toward 

tho trees in Bragdon Wood in particular and forests in gen-

eral is revealed by Filostrato, an N.I.0.3. official* 

^Sjtarlies E» Saaziger and w. Stacy Johnson* An Introduc-
tion to Literary Criticism (Boston, 1961), p. 31. 

^Thrall and Hibbard, p. 32. 

47Wright, pp. 143-144, 95-96. 48Ibid.» pp. 117-118. 
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"The forest tree is a weed. But I tell you 1 have seen 
the civilised tree la Persia. * • • It was made of 
metal# . . . No leaves to fall, no twigs* no birds 
building nests, no muck and mess* • . . X foresee 
nothing but the art tree all over the earth* In faot, 
we glean the planet•*^9 

The rejection of the forest, a symbol of living, productive 

nature, is an Indication of the demonic characteristics of 

th# members of the N.I.C.E, On the other hand, the Member® 

of Ransom*s company show their love of nature by their con-

cern for the animals that live at St• Anne's and by their 

care for the trees, flowers, and vegetables which grow there» 

Another archetype relates to the local centers of 

cosmic activity scattered throughout the hierarchy• Accord-

ing to Wright, the image of the company in Lewis1® myth 

denotes suoh a oenter. When there is a threat to the king-

dom, a group of people form© to end the danger* fh.ese people 

do not choose their leader, and their leader doe®.not choo©® 

themi rather the d®ities they serve choose them all as a core 

of believers who are faced with a particular task,50 Hansom 

and the company he leads represent the remnant of Logres. 

Fuller identifies Ingres as "the ancient Christian realm in 

the heart of England*"51 (jrennan ©ays that Logres represents 

• that traditional wisdom and goodness Inherent in 

England, which from time to time in her history must rise to 

49Lewls, ghat Hideous Strength* p* 172, 

5°wright, pp. 99-100. 

^Fuller, p. 159. 
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rescue her from her less attractive propensities represented 

by the 'Spirit of B r i t a i n . * * 5 2 

Logres, represented by Hansom's company at St* Anne's, 

18 In conflict with Britain, represented toy th© N.I.C.I, 

scientist© at lelbury. The company at St. inn©1® upholds 

Christian virtue® and doctrines, ha® a respect for individual 

human worth and a love of nature, and has an appreciation for 

both the natural and the supernatural. The Belbury scientist# 

reject aod and attempt to mafee a few mm supreme; they ©are 

nothing for individuals, animals, or any other form of life* 

In their mechanization they become inhuman, and they mak* 

everything they touch unnatural • As Moorman says, Levrie 

borrows the conflict between Logres, or the Arthurian ideal, 

and Britain, or secular reality, from Arthurian myth. (How-

ever, it comes to him through the poetry of Charles Williams 

rather than the usual Arthurian souroes.) In Lewis's work 

this conflict becomes a manifestation of the war between good 

and evil on Thulcandra.53 Although there is no distinct or 

prominent image of the company in the first two novels of 

the trilogy, it is very important in That Hideous Strength. 

Although the cosmic kingdom is unified, It is so huge 

that the Individual is usually unable to see the meaning of 

each activity within the pattern of the universe as it forms 

a part of the dreat Dance. The dreat Dane© is the harmonious 

4 

5%rennan, p# 395* ^jjooraan, pp. 113-116. 
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movement of heavenly bodies and living creatures to which all 

things are ultimately gathered; Ransom it told that it ha© 

gone on from the beginning of the universe and that each ' . 

world i® a principal part of the Great Dance and every 

movement la a master movement * to Wright points out, the 

individual may be able to see only on® snail part of that 

total pattern In the for® of a personal quest. This quest is 

an archetypal pattern of action. Ransom ha# a quest, or 

perilous Journey, on Perelandra when he must defeat Weston's 

efforts to make Perelandra a fallen world like fhuleandra. 

His deed becomes a part of the Sreat Banc®* In fhat Hideous 

OtPSftSth Merlin has a quest through. time. He has bs®n pre-

served in a tranee for hundreds of years so that he may 

return to receive the eldillo forces because of his strength 

as both * magician and a Christian.^ 

Jane and Mark Btuddock aay also be said to have quests# 

Sach has a perilous journey in his progression from a state 

of unbelief to an acceptance of Maleldil, In an attempt to 

win Mark*s allegiance* the members of the inner circle of 

the N.I.C.E. take Mark into their confidence. But this 

falls, and as he faces death, he reject® all that the H.LC.E. 

stands for. Jane also must go through danger before she Is 

able to reject her selfishness and learn obedience* fhey 

feel that they are unable to search directly for Maleldil1s 

54Wright, pp. 110-112< 
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will? Mark needs Jane's help and Jane needs Ransom's help m 

a preparation for obedience to Maleldil. .All of these quest© 

and deeds make up part of the Great Dance. 

Another archetype used by LewiB la the numinous place, 

a place which arouses la the beholder wonder, awe,, and a 

sense of Inadequacy because of Its association with divinity. 

Although it is not of great importance in the trilogy, this 

archetype is found throughout Lewis's fiction. Wright states 

that usually in Lewis *s myths such centers are located beyond 

the sea. Little attention is given to the sea as a symbol, 

but there is an aura of magic associated with lends beyond 

the sea* Europeans * fascination for western lands, such as 

"the Islands of the Blessed or the lost continent of Atlan-

tis,11 is evoked by these associations. Numinor, called "the 

true Weat* in That Hideous Strength, is a land which was at 

height before magic became associated with evil, it was not 

a home of the gods, but there the gods were well known and 

the lore of Deep Heaven was talked about. Numlnor may 

possibly be equated with Atlantis.55 

Another land beyond the sea is mentioned in that 

.Strength when Ransom says that Arthur is on Perelandra in the 

land of Abhalljin, which is beyond the seas of Lur. This is 

a realm where death is unknown. As Wright states, the image 

of the land beyond the sea has the qualities of remoteness 

55wright, pp. 95-96, 59. 
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and nystery. "It is thus well suited as a place for numinous 

being® to dwell, while yet allowing the possibility of con* 

tftot with the leaser ranks of the h i e r a r c h y # " 5 6 

Although Perelandra le not solely the abode of the gods, 

Lewis suggests that it has a numinous quality by linking it 

with the garden of the Hesperides, which hae associations of 

gold| green, and red apples, of the far western islands, and 

of a garden of the gods. While on Perelandra Hansom sees 

. . . a strange heraldioally coloured tree loaded with 
yellow fruits end silver leaves* Hound the base of the 
indigo ste® was coiled a small dragon covered with 
scales of red gold. B© recognized the garden of the 
Hesperides at once•37 

Perelandra not only has a numinous quality but also has 

the qualities of a paradise; it 1s, therefore, a version of 

the archetype of an Sden or paradisal world. fforthrup Pry® 

states that a literary M m before the fall has wooded land-

scapes, valley®, and brooks, and its predominant color® are 

green and goId.58 Mlreea Sll&de adds that in Paradise, 

animals and men. are at peace, and they underetand each 

other's languages. There it food in abundance, and because 

of the accessibility of the gods, men have highly spiritual 

lives#59 

^Ibld., pp. 97-98. ^Lewie, Perelandra. p. 95. 

5%ry@, pp. 200-201. 

59Mircea Iliad©, "The Yearning for Paradise in Primitive 
Tradition," m m and Mythmaklns. edited by Henry Am Murray 
(lew Xork, lWJ,"pp. §1-6$. 
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Perelandra has these charac te rls 11cs of the paradieal 

world. Its floating Island© are heavily wooded, and valleys 

and hill® ar© formed aa the waves ©hang© the shape® of the 

islands, fh© lelandg have abundant supplies of exotic food# 

and the water of the ocean. Is drinkable* the $r®en tody ie 

attended by animals that she ©an communicate with, and she 

hear® the vole® of laleldil guiding and teaching her# Some 

of Ransom''# first Impressions of this world are of gold and 

green colors, but he think# that the rtv@ry nines of green and 

gold • « * are too harsh for the tenderness, the muted irides-

cence, of'the warm, maternal, delicately gorgeous world*w6o 

•Along with other archetype® , Lewis refers to an arche-

typal language, which he talis Old Solar, Wright states that 

such an archetypal language Is more basic than archetypal 

objects because It 1® the essence of all relationship®; In 

this language "every image Is an archetype•The power of 

an archetypal language le demonstrated In fhat Hideous 

fttren&th when Dr. Dlable, one meaner of Hansom's company, 

speaks In Old Solar, the original language of the universei 

. . . great syllabi©® of words that sounded life® castles 
carae out ©f hi® aouth. . • . /ft7 was as If the word® 
spoke themselves through hi® frost som® strong place at 
a distance—or as if they were not words at all but pre-
sent operations of Ood, the planets, and the Pendragon. 
For this was the language spoken before the Fall and 
beyond the Moon and the meanings were not given to the 
syllables by chance, or skill, or long tradition, bat 

6oJLewl8, gerelandra. p. 36. 6lWright, pp. 122-123. 
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truly inherent In them. • * * • fills was Language her-
self, a* ®he first ©prang at MAleldll'a bidding . • * />« 

Language in general is given attention all through the 

trilogy. For exemple, Weston gains eloquence as he givea 

hioeelf over to the Bent Qyaraa, and the meiabera of the 

H.I*0•£• deliberately misuse language so ae to hide their 

motive® and aims from the publio while they are gaining 

power. The Un~man know® how to use language effectively; at 

the beginning of hit death struggle with Ransom he telle 

Ransom to expect no help from Maleldil, and then he shouts, 

"giol# Sloi* l«na aabachthani*9 An he hears the®© words 

Haneom is sure that this is 

• * • perfect Aramaic of the First Century, fbe tfn-aan 
was not quotingI.it was remembering. These were the 
very words spoken from the Gross, treasured through all 
those year® in the burning memory of fee outcast crea-
ture whioh had heard them, and now brought forward la 
hideous parody . . , 

In addition# Merlin knows ®©me of Old Solar beeause he waa a 

member of an oî ganlsatlon of magicians called the Atla&tean 

Circle# fheee magicians at times contacted images of the 

planetary deities and learned secrets fro® them. In this way 

Merlin knows Old Solar and the names of the Oyeresu, Finally, 

the Belbury scientists are defeated by the oonfualon of lan-

guage which Merlin, empowered by the G y sires u, creates at the 

N.I«C.£• banquet when he invokes the curse of Babel. 

^2Lewiat That Hideous strength, pp. 228-229. 

^Lewia, Perelandra. p. 153, 
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In using the archetypes of'the forest, the numinous 

place, the quest, the company, and S&en, and the complex of 

images suggested by an archetypal language, Lewis relates hi® 

fiction to a whole body of previously existing literature and 

clarifies hi® themes* 

Lewis's choice and depiction of setting, ©Tents» char-

acters, and imagery all serve to bring his theses to life# 

The themes he la concerned with are important because they 

concern some of the fundamental choices and decisions of all 

men, Certainly many people do not agree with Lewis's ideas 

about the universal hierarchy of order and its system of 

values or of the relation of myth to reality or of man's 

relation to {Jod as a creature of free will; however, Lewis 

does suggest through fictional incidents and characters some 

of the problems which men must face* As Wright says, reli-

gious concepts and problems are necessarily involved in say 

myth which possesses a cosmic framework. Sven when a myth-

maker is primarily concerned with telling an entertaining 

story, he still finds that theological principles are an 

integral part of a hierarchic cosmos.^ Lewis's themes are 

to be found frequently in other myths, such as those about 

Prometheus and about Pandora# Lewis's version of these 

themes may differ from many other versions, but in eaoh 

treatment» religious implications are important# 

bright, pp* 168-170, 
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Just at the problems which Levis deal® with are not n@w> 

neither are the ideas he expresses about the®® problems* H« 

draw# on Christian theology as shaped and illustrated by 8t* 

Fatal, Augustine» Aquinas, Dante, Milton, and a host of other 

theologians ®nd poets* But he doe# add something to to®#® 

ideas through hi® presentation* At Shumaker says, 

Lewie succeeds in making a body of reasoned theological 
doctrine perceptually available in quasi-realistic 
fiction* By embodying the doctrines in meaningful sit-
uation® which eoalesc# a® myth • . » » he hat contrived 
to transpose his opinion® into image® and thus to re-
sist a temptation to which many propaganda novelists 
succumb* the urge |o drive every perception home by 
logical assertion*«5 

Lewis discusses some of his ideas about these that©® In 

such boofes as j^g Abolition of jfggL, jjhe Problem o$ fain., and 

Mere Christianity* in the trilogy he enhances these same 

ideas by presenting them la imaginative form. At Moorman 

says, L®wi® translate# Christian concept® into mythical terms 

without distorting the Christian ideas. His silent planet 

myth allows his to'present in fictional form basic Christian 

doctrines without reference to Christian symbols.^ 

One of the themes which runs through the trilogy Is the 

idea that myth is based on reality* The experiences of Han-

som and of Jan® and Mark Studdock lead them to accept Lewis's 

own view of myth as a means of presenting truth. Hansom 

learns that the distinctions between myth, history( and fact 

are to b® found only on Earth» where man has lost a universal 

^%hums3c©rf p« 254. ^%toorman» pp. 107-109• 
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perspective. On Perelandra Hansom feel® that he is a part 

of what would be called myth on Earth. Instead of ft tat log 

hi# flews about the relation between myth and reality, Lewis 

lets hi® character# become aware of these ideas# Joad just 

as the characters* awareness increases,, so the reader*a 

awareness may also increase. As lieolson states, Lewie pro-

duce© myth of such descriptive credibility and intellectual 

vitality that h© often convince® the reader of the reality 

of the myth.6? 

In the trilogy Lewis demonstrates how evil comes from 

the abuse of free will. He piwfl̂ ntc characters making the 

choices which inevitably determine their situations for the 

rest of eternity* and these choices reflect the will of the 

individual In hi® emphasis on either self or <Jod. On Perel-

andra there are fixed lands on which the King and the dreen 

Lady may not stay overnight because of the command of Malel-

dll# Kilby state® that this command may suggest that certain 

things are commanded by clod so that individuals may learn 

obedience# Or the fixed lands may represent man's reliance 

on himself whereas the floating Islands represent man's 

reliance on <J©d*s direction.6® in Weston*a temptation of 

the areen Lady, Lewis is presenting views about the signifi-

cance of free will, the fall experienced on Thuloandra, and 

the redemption of man after the fall. Because Hansom stops 

67Nioolson, p. 25*. 68Kllby, pp. 99-100. 
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Weston, the Green Lady la free to choose whether to obey 

Kaleldil. Hanson tells the {Jreen Lady that because of the 

fallen condition of S»rth, redemption was necessary! though 

good came from this action, much wa® lost. He saysg 

"Whatever yo« do, He will nude* good of It# But not the 
good B© had prepared for you if you had obay»d Him# 
that 1b lost for ever# fhe first Kins and first Mother 
of our world did the forbidden thing; and K® bought 
good of It la the end# But what they did was not good! 
and what they lost we have not se*n."69 

Lewis creates a myth which accounts for the fall of man, and 

the failures of Earth are revealed by contrast with th# un-

ftllctt worlds of Mal&candra. and ferelandra. 

lansom is able to see larth in it® true state only after 

he Is in another world. "Earth is out of harmony with th© 

rest of th© universe because it ha® lost sight of the univer-

sal hierarchy ©f order and system of values. One indication 

of swpih's misplaced values is man's elevation of science to 

the position of a god. Many readers misinterpret Lewis1® 

myth and think that he Is attacking science as something that 

is entirely evil* For instance, Be 0aaj» says that Lewis hat 

• . * a mystical* anti-scientific point of view • • , , 
His favorite cockshles are materialists, people who 
deem themselves 'modern' or 'progressive,1 and most of 
all scientists, to whom he attributes a frightful set 
of bla&rr® beliefs, perverted ideals, and sinister 
intentions #?0 

Beasy states that Lewis attacks all science because the only 

klod of science he depicts is godless and dehumanising, and 

69Lewls, perelaaflra. p« 121. Gamp, pp. 82-83. 
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because he nowhere suggests Shrlstlanissing the I.I.G.E. 

Furthermore, Lewis seems to be against progress. H® deal® in 

monolithic simplicities, and his inclusion of the Arthurian 

element in That Hideous Strength indicates Lewis1s nostalgia 

tor mother age.?1 

There are several Misinterpretations In these statements. 

Lewis does not suggest Christianizing the N.I.C.2. because 

such a project could only he done on an individual basis, awl 

Weston and the Belbury scientists are individuals who have 

deliberately ohosen the lives they lead? they have ©ailed on 

the macrobes, or demon®, to give thera leadership# They have 

rejected &od for to long that they are almost Inhuman. Lewis1® 

emphasis on individual morality and decision is demonstrated 

wh®n Mark gtuddock rejects the K.I*C.£. and is rescued by the 

forces of good. Also, lewis's desire is not for a return to 

a past age but a return to virtues which may b© more clearly 

seen in times other than the present. If Lewis seens to deal 

in aoaollthic simplicities, it must be remembered that h® is 

writing myth rather than realistic or naturalistic fiction. 

Finally, godless science is not the only kind Lewis pre-

sents. M Victor lamia states, the seronl are Lewis's Ideal 

Intellectuals# They know much about science, but they are 

not pompous nor do they try to wrap science in a magical and 

esoteric atmosphere. Science is a means to an end for them, 

"^Philip ©easy» HQod, Space, and 0. s» Lewis,® Common-
weal, UVIII (July 25, 1958), 422-423. 
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not m end In Itself. Malaoaadra Is not primitive; but as it 

has developed. It ha® maintained the proper hierarchy of 

values.72 ghit proper integration of all kinds of knowledge 

ha® not been maintained on Sarth* therefore# the lent Qyarsa 

is able to- influence some men to consider knowledge an end in 

itself. And then through his leadership their lust for power 

and for self-exaltation is apt to replace apiritual values* 

According to gpaek®, because of the modem "exaltation 

of science to a myth," the novelist wishing to object to 

something la this view must find a counter-myth? Lewis draws 

upon the Christian tradition for the basis of his counter* 

myth.73 as Walsh explains, Lewis is not anti-scientific, 

and he does not suggest that scientists are undermining 

humanity* But h© does suggest that enemies of humanity would 

"clai® the prestige of science#- It is also important to 

note that the Belbury scientist® do very little scientific 

research; their action® are closer to those of a political 

conspiracy or *a convention of witches• "7* Lewis does sug-

gest that solence oust not be an ©nd in itself but should 

be subordinate to ethical values* 

Bather than dismissing science as a manifestation of 

evil, Lewis suggests that science might even provide a solu-

tion for the problem® it presently creates* A regenerate 

72yjctor M* Hamm, "Mr. Lewis in Perelsndra,* ffhou&ht. 
Fordhaa University quarterly* 30£ (June, 19^5)$ 285-2^ 

73Bpacks» p. 237. 74Walshf p p # 129-133* 
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wIt»tt and It would *buy Imowledgo at a lower cost than that 

of life.*75 In the trilogy the Idolatry of science is 

merely an erauaple of how Sarth has misplaced values because 

it has been cut off from the refit of the universe by it® 

fallen state• 

In addition to to© deification of science, Lewis pre-

sents other ©samples of warped values prevalent on S&rtlu 

According to Lewie, there is H. . • a real Right and Wrong, 

people may be torn©times mistaken about them# • * * but they 

&re not a matter of nere taste and opinion * * « »M*^ Lewis 

presents a number of characters who rejeet this idea as a 

result of sins of pride and selfishness# The Jlelbury scien-

tists want to fflake a few men gods, to doalnat® the universe, 

and to live forever while killing other species and most men. 

Jane wants to live her life without involvement with God or 

other people! she is unwilling to share herself with anyone. 

Mark suppresses his ideas and principles because his supreme 

goed la to be accepted by the inner group of any larger 

group of which he is a part• 

Lewis elevate® the story of the conversion of Marie and 

Jane into a cosmic battle between good and evil# As Moorman 

states, their frustrations and dilemmas are related to 

75C. »• Lewis, J&e Abolition c£ Man (Mew York, 19*7), 
pp» 47-49* 

76, Lewis, Her# Qfarlatlanltr, p. 6. 
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universal moral issues• When they learn spiritual obedience, 

they are able to understand each other and to sacrifice for 

each other.7? yhe struggle between good and evil ia fought 

on several levels and in several ways* Maleldil and the • 

el&ila fight the Bent Oyarsa and his demons» Hansom*@ com-

pany, or Logres, opposes the Selbury scientists, ant Jane 

and Mark are separated to that they may be brought back to-

gether and to God# 

Lewis 1® primarily concerned with the individual, and 

he largely ignores Christianity in society. Aooording to 

Walsh, Lewie feel® that he is not the on® beet qualified to 

treat this topic» He considers the survival of individual 

Christian commitment in a non-Christian world more crucial 

than bringing Christianity to bear on broad social problems • 

H® suggest® that individuals should each work at applying 

Christian principles to whatever they do because it is only 

when many individual© besom© Christians that'there will be a 

Christian society.78 

Although the trilogy is ostensibly removed from the 

modern world, it has much to reveal about that world. Lewis 

see® Christianity being replaced by seoularlsm, and he wants 

a return to an emphasis on religious values aIA the doctrines 

and practices of the Christian faith* H® reveals modern man 

living in uncertainty and without stable ethical values* 

77lfc>oxwan, pp. 152, 155* 78Walsh, pp. 572-373. 
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With «ubtlety symbolic power he reveals M « conviction© 

through the experience® of bis characters* an& his aiythopoeic 

Imagination is @o inventive mid pereeptlv© that hi® view of 

the cosmos eoa@s to life* 



CHAPTER XV 

THE CHR0NIGL33 Of HAH3SIA 

The seven volumes of the chronicles of Namla, published 

from 1950 to 1956# are The Lion, the Mitch ami the Wardrobe < 

pfftoOft Caspian, the tojm® of the "Dawn Trader*" Jg£a Silver 

Chair, The BQjPPe and Hie Boy* The Magician's Nephew, and 

Ife® IsSSi SlISMt The first four volumes form a oyole of 

consecutive adventures. The Horse and Hia Boy is a story em-

phasizing Narnian characters rather than the English children 

of the other books, and it is set in the days depicted at the 

end of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe* The last two 

books, The Utoiolmsi's nephew and The Last Battle» form a 

frame for the other stories in their description of the crea-

tion and the destruction of Narnia, Lewis*s mythical country. 

The books are called children's books* but Lewis1® com-

ments indicate that in his opinion they are not for children 

only* K© objects to the convention of apologizing for adult 

enjoyment of children*® literature by saying, 

No book is really worth reading at the age of ten which 
is not equally (and often far more) worth reading at 
the age of fifty—except, of course, books of Informa-
tion. The only Imaginative works we ought to grow out 
of are those which it would have bcs<n better not to 
have read at all.1 

Lewis points out that it is a recent idea that fantasy is 

^Lewis, *V>n Storiesp. 100, 
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just for children; most of the great fantaele® and fairy 

tale® were written not for children bat for everyone#2 He 

say® that book® for children should contain the element© of 

adult Imagination which are shared with children? children 

should toe treated a© equals, and what 1b written with them in 

oind should he worthy of the attention of adults* When h« 

wrote the Barnla series he chose to write fairy tale® because 

that for® seemed ideal for what he had to say about Christian 

events and doctrine. He thought that stories In this form 

could remove Christianity from "stained-glass and Sunday 

school aseoelationsM and make it® power evident* Thus It 

could appeal to both children and adult® without the inhibi-

tions of a reverent atmosphere and stock responses about 

religious feelings 

Samia is not a mythical version of a planet or a 

country somewhere on 'Earth but a separate world which exist® 

in a different dimension from Sarth, Hamia 1® a world in 

itself# It may be in a sense an echo or reflection of Sarth, 

although it 1® not a reproduction of it. One critic hat 

called it a dream country which is •'a simplified and ennobled 

version of the human world . . . . 

%,©wis» An gxperlaent in Criticism, p. 70. 

5C. S. Lewis, "Sometimes Fairy Stories lay Say What1® 

Ieetl^.B5oTemb«r fi? §$,*§f§f 822* 
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In Baa Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe the four Peven-

sie children, Peter# Susan* Sdwmd, and hmj$ find an old 

wardrobe in the home of their uncle, Fro feasor Digory II rke* 

thej climb into it to hide from some visitors, and suddenly 

they find themselves in larnl&# To present the fulfillment 

of a prophecy about four human children sotting thing® right 

in lamia* the Whit# Witch, who tries to rule Kami a # manages 

to tempt Sdiaund to betray his brother and sisters into her 

power# This plan is not fully carried out, so she plans to 

kill Sdraund and leave only three children# then Asian, the 

golden lion who is creator and lord of Uamla, offers to die 

for Biaund# Asian is killed by the witch and her monster©, 

but he returns to life; a battle follows in which the witch 

is defeated* She four children rule H&rnla for several 

years; then on a hunting trip they explore some territory 

whioh they vaguely remember, and suddenly they are back in 

the wardrobe in their uncle's house* 

Prince Oae-pian the four children are pulled by super-

natural forces into Manila while sitting at a railway station 

a year after their lamiaa adventures# There they find in 

ruins the castle they had inhabited aany years ago by 

Harnian time# They soon learn that they are to help Prince 

Caspian replace his uncle, the usurper King Mlrass, as ruler 

of Narnia. After a battle in which Caspian1® forces are 

victorious, Asian explains that Caspian is a descendant of 

the felmarlne®, a group of humans who entered lamia from a 
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cave on Earth end beca®# Marnlsn rulers • Asian. then returns 

the Pevensle children to garth. 

In Hi© fomm o£ the "Pawn Treaderw laiey and Sdmsmd 

Pevensle and their disagreeable cousin Eustace Scrubb find 

themselves drawn Into a picture of a ship at sea. They are 

then on the Dawn Treader with Caspian, who is sailing to the 

world's end to find seven noblemen sent out by King Miraz. 

A series of adventures leads them to all seven men# 41so 

during the trip Eustace is turned into a dragon. 1® is then 

able to reeognia® hi® human faults, and when Asian returns 

hi® to a huaan form, Eustace has been transformed spiritually 

m well as physically# as they reach the world1& end, one 

of Caspian's subjects* Beeplcheep the Mouse, is allowed to 

enter Asian's country, and Lucy, Edmund, and Eustace are 

returned to Xarth by Asian* 

In The Silver Chair Sustaoe Hcrubfe and a schoolmate, 

Jill Pole, go through a gate In a stone wall behind their 

school and enter lamia. They soon learn that they must find 

the son of Caspian, Prince Hlllan, who is under an enchant-

ment. With Puddleglum the Marsh-wiggle as guide they go 

through the country of the giants and then under the city of 

the giants. There under the ground they find Milan and a 

host of gnomes enchanted by the witch. They help free 

Milan and destroy the witch, thus freeing all the gnomes 

too. Rillan is returned to Namla, and Jill and Eustace are 

returned to Earth. 
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The events depicted in Jgj® Horn® sand lis Boy take place 

during the reign of the four Pevenaie children, which it 

described in j£h@ 140a* the fitch and the Wardrobe, The 

Harnlan talking horses Bre® and Hwin help a young Oalonaen© 

girl, Aravie, and a young boy, Shaeta, escape fro® Galormen 

to Harnla* In their escape they learn of the attack planned 

by Prince Rabadafth of Galormen against Uarnia and it© neigh-

boring ally* Archonl&nd. Upon arrival in Harala, Shasta 

warns the people of Archenland and Narnia and then help® them 

fight Rahadash. After the defeat of the Caloraenei, Shasta 

learns that h© is really the ton of King Lune of Arohenland} 

he had been kidnapped as a baby and taken to Calonaen. Now 

named Oor, he is welcomed back by his father and twin brother, 

Oorin, and Aravig is adopted into their family. 

In £h© Magician*a Nephew young Digory Kirke and Polly 

Planner accidentally stumble into the attic study of Digory*s 

Uncle Andrew, The cowardly old man, a magiolan, takes advan-

tage of the children to carry out m experiment he does not . 

dare try himself. He gives them brilliant yellow and green 

ring® which take thera from on© world to another. First they 

find themselves in a Wood between the Worlds. Then they go 

to the old, dying world of Oham, where they awaken Jadi®, 

the evil queen of Oham, from an enchantment. In spite of 

their effort® to leave her behind, she return* to London with 

them• And as they grab her to return her to Cham, Digory 

and Polly find themselves in lamia with Jadis, Unci© Andrew, 
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a London cabby, and hie horse# Asian is just creating 

Kami a a® they arrive • Beoauae huraana have brought evil, In 

the form of Jadl®, Into Barnla, Asian decrees that they must 

help restrain that evil. Dlgory la sent to get a special 

apple from which a tree will grow that will llalt Jadls*® 

power for a while* She wife of prank, the cabby* 1® then 

brought to Manila, and they are crowned King and Queen. 

Polly, Dlgory, and Unole Andrew are then returned to Earth. 

Xn The Lact Battle Shift the ipe force® Puzsl© th© Son-

toy to wear a lion's skin* In this disguise fusszle la used 

toy Shift and aome men from the oountry of Oalormen to the 

aouth of lamia to represent Asian and issue command8 to en-

tice the Sarnlana Into slavery to the Oalormenea# Prime® 

fIrian of lamia, a descendant of Caspian, prays for the as-

sistance of garth ohildren, and Euutaee and Jill loon arrive* 

They try to recruit BTaraiana to fight, but moat of them will 

not oppose th© Caloraen© aoldlera. with few force® fIrian 

attempt© to rid Harnia of the enemy, th© battle seems to be 

going against fIrian when Asian appears. Then there 1® a 

Judgment Day with the faithful being trken into Asian's 

country. At the time of their deaths on Earth Peter, Sdmund, 

Lucy, their Unole Dlgory, and "Aunt" Polly Join the Narnlana 

In Aelan'a country. (Su»an cannot Join the others for eh# 

has lost all interest and belief in Narnia.) 

U&raian time and space are not correlated to Earthly 

tine and apace, but when one is aumraoned to enter iarnla, 
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there 1B HO problem about getting there# On one oocasion 

the Pevensie ohlldren enter Naraia through a wardrobe, at 

another time a picture frsuse provides a means for getting to 

the mythioal laud, and at another tine magic rings are used. 

The ways to Narnia are many, but they are not always open* 

AS Professor Kirk© telle the Pevenale children, 

"I don't think it will be any good trying to go back 
through the wardrobe door • • « . Xou won't get into 
Ha«ala again by that rout©. • • . X©s, of course 
you111 get back to Manila again some day* • . * Bat 
don't go trying to use the sane route twice* Indeed, 
don't try to get there at all# It'll happen when 
you're not looking for it.*5 

There is no way of predicting where one will arrive in 

Samla or how rouch time has passed there since an earlier 

visit. For example, when Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Luoy 

return to their own world from their first trip to Harnla, 

they have been gone less than an' hour, but they have lived 

In lamia for years • They return to Naraia a year later by 

Karthly time, but many years have passed in Naraia* 

One of the main connections between Harnla and the 

human world, according to Wright, seems to be human beings, 

for Marsala must be ruled by them because they helped bring 

evil into Kami a* The full time span of Narnia from crea-

tion to destruction is given, but everything between 1® not 

fully described. All the major events of Harnlan history 

are bound up in the stories of the children* But gaps of 

„ , 5?* »• J & 8 |4?n* the Witch agfl th§ Wardrobe (Hew 
York, 1950), p. 153. 
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time between these ©Tents are skipped over.6 The children 

help keep order In lamia, but the ways in which they help 

change with eaoh particular threat to larnla. 

The last time the children enter Namla, they go at th© 

moment of their deaths on Sarth. At the saa© time the histor-

ical Hamia has ended, and Asian establishes an Ideal lamia 

in his eternal land. Historical Harnla was but a preparation 

for the ultimate Harnia, but without that preparation, the 

qualities of the true lamia could not have developed • As-

ian's land la not Just for Narnlans, it connects all worlds, 

M the children enter Asian1® country, they see that they 

are in a Namia more wonderful than the first one, and they 

see another, containing England, there also. They are told 

that they are looking at 

it 
* * * . . the Sigland within England, the real England 

Just m this la the real Karala, • , . Thai country 
and this country—all the real countries—are only 

spur® Jutting out from the great Mountains of Asian. 

Ai Wright no tea, the mythic world of Wamia i® well 

enough established to allow many extensions. Other parts 

might toe added to the pattern. £he Horse and Hie Boy 1® 

*• • • less a part of the overall structure of the ayth than 

an episode fitting into the established framework."8 Much 

of thi® framework is made up of familiar element®. For 

^Wright, pp. 48, 125. 

7C, S• Lewis, The Last Battle (New York, 1956}* p« 172. 

bright, p. 155. 
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instance, fauns, dryads» and centaurs from classical myth 

and red and black dwarf© from Horse myth are used, and there 

are Persian and medieval touches# Christian symbolism is 

also prominent. Bat the mythical kingdom of larnia, the 

land of talking beasts and human rulers, la Lewis *s unique 

creation* 

Lewis*'® juvenilia Included stories of dressed animal® 

and knights ia armor in a land called Animal-Land, which had 

a full history and geography* He state® that in writing 

these stories he was unconsciously training hlstself to b® a 

novelist. Although Anlmal~Land had none of the "wonder* or 

romance of Warnla, its anthropomorphic beasts and the com-

plete nature of the invented world reappear m Narnia.9 

The completeness of the invented world is illustrated in the 

lamia books, as in the space trilogy, by vivid descriptions 

of scenery and details of flora and fauna. As dreen states, 

Kami a is described so that it seems real, and the reader 

nay well feel as if he has been to Marnia.10 This 1® partly 

accomplished by the use of familiar creatures such as fauns, 

satyrs, and centaurs % recognizing these, the reader nay feel 

that Namia is as much a rediscovery as an invention. This 

attitude it promoted also by Lewis's use of realistic de-

tails of setting, characters, and events. For example, 

PP. 13-15. 
10Roger Lancelyn Green, Tellers of Tales (London, 1953)# 

P. 259. 
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Kami a is given a definite geography* The children enter 

lamia for the first time at Lantern Waste, where the White 

Witoh had her kingdom* Beyond this is the Western Wild# 

They rule as kings and queens at Qair Paravel# the seaside 

capital of Kami a* in the east. ffarnia is near the countries 

of Archenland and Salormen to the south and the land of the 

giant® to the north# Also the quarrels of human® and animals, 

the creatures* doubts about Asian, the realistic battles, and 

the filial exclusion of @usan from the remade Bfaraia make the 

stories quite believable and relevant to life on Earth even 

though many of the characters are not human beings. 

The Narnia books are written in fairy tale form with 

commonplace events and people at the beginning followed by 

remarkable things which surprise characters and readers. 

Usually there is a return to the commonplace at the end of 

each book, but as Wright points out, The Last Battle ha® an 

exaltation or eucatastrophe at the end# A eucatastrophe 

gives the consolation of a happy ending, but it is ®ore than 

Just a happy ending. It usually denote®'a beginning In 

eternity rather than an end, and there is a supernatural or 

numinous quality in the happiness, Jhe Last Battle ends 

with the best that is in lamia being taken into Asian's 

land for the rest of eternity.1* 

Uwright, pp. 174-175< 
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Lewie has said that lie had no schema for the whole 

Harnia series before he wrote The Lion* the Witch and the 

Wardrobe, The earliest sketch of that book was made in 

1938, but It was quite different from the final form, which 

was finished In 19*9» the early sketch did not have Asian in 

It. The next few stories followed easily, and then Lewis 

began working out the origins of the witch and the wardrobe. 

Hftgjftiaa'i Kephew was the product, and It is *» » » per-

haps the most symmetrically perfect story of the series."12 
% 

According to Lewis, his method of writing is first to 

see Images of a common nature which Join together and then 

to fill in the gaps between sets of images, doing *. • . some 

deliberate inventing . , . to contrive reasons why these char-

acters should be in these various places doing these various 

things.*^ t\n cjreen suggests, Lewis*® ability to ae® images 

and to make the reader see them gives his writing vitality. 

But between these images at times there are gaps which make 

for H. . . the slightly episodic nature of the earlier books, 

and the brilliant scenes and Incidents which occasionally 

hang together rather than growing out of each other. 

This seems to be & problem at times in The Lion, the Witch 

B5& S M In 3&e Voyage of jfehe »p«im Treader" Lewis 

handles this problem well since the story is intended to be 

lr>noger Lancelyn Green, jD. 8. Lewis {New York, 1963), 
p# 48. 

13Ibid., p. 37. ^Ibld.. p. 58. 
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a series of adventures which occur while the Dawn 

sails toward the World1 b .Sad# The Silver Ohalr and She 

MitKlCian*s Nephew have mom unity because inoidants grow out 

of each other and develop coherently. jghg Last Battle does 

not demand an Involved plot} It Is like H. . . the final 

surge of » . • music rising to a solemn ollmax and fading 

away into a hushed and awe-filled silenc®#^?* 

On tho moat obvious level the seven books of the lamia 

series are adventure stories• External action, danger, and 

excitement abound, and clear descriptions make all of these 

vivid and distinct. But there la a deeper level to these 

books. As Green says, although the witches and King Mlraz 

the usurper may represent evil whereas Asian and his fol-

lowers represent good, the real villains and heroes are the 

children who are drawn into Namla.16 The children help 

bring about external catastrophes, but their internal bat-

tles become more important than the external adventures• 

Edmund is tempted by the witch with magic Turkish Delight 

and promises of power, and he betrays his brother and 

sisters only to learn that selfishness brings bitterness 

and frustration. His suffering and repentance help him grow 

spiritually. iXistace's sins are less serious, but he, too, 

learns the evils of selfishness and the Joys of repentance. 

1 5 m § * > PP. 58-59• l6Ibld.. p. 39. 
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Thus, these books follow a pattern similar1 to that weed 

in the space trilogy! Christian theology is Illustrated 

through fantasy* Lewis effectively serges theme® drawn from 

Christian doctrine and went® created from the world of 

fantasy# As Charles A* Brady suggests, Lewis transforms 

Christian theology and the historic facts of Christendom 

into a new set of Images without damaging the facts or the 

message of Christianity* Headers tend to respond to the 

narrative sweep and the heroic mood of the hooks, and by 

means of these Lewie ttevangellsse© through the imagination • *17 

Although the Jfarnla hooks are based on Christian themes, 

G-reen states that some readers object to the "violence" 

which occurs in some of the adventures as being unfit for 

children- Likewise some object to unpleasant characters, 

such as Eustace, even though the spiritual growth of these 

characters Is a prominent element in the stories* By such 

oritics Lewis is accused of a lack of tenderness and of a 

contempt for the human race, Lewis's reaotion to this crit-

icism 1® to say that it ie deceptive to hide from a child the 

fact that he lives in a world of "death, violence, wounds, 

adventure, heroism and cowardice, good and evil."1** Al-

though it Is mythical, the Marxian world reveals these things. 

There are physical battles, conspiracies, treasonous acts, 

^Charles A# Brady, ""Finding Ood in lamia, * America, 
XCVI (October 27, 1956), 103-104. 

1 Screen, £. &. Lewis, pp. 51-53* 
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wounds, and deaths# The characters face problems that demand 

bravory, honor, and loyalty from the®. And through these 

adventures the children learn to face hardship* maturely. 

The characters of the Harnia books Include gods and 

demons, villains and heroes. Asian, the golden lion, Is the 

ton of the Empero r-B eye nd~ the *»S ® & j he Is a counterpart to 

laleldil of Lewis's space trilogy. Both art analogous to 

Christ as the second person of the trinityJ both create the 

worlds their subjects inhabit. Allan is the lord of lamia, 

and the possessor of great power, but he does not remove all 

difficulties for his followers by this power. They must • 

make ©hoiees, face problems, and learn from their struggles* 

But when only his power can help them* he is prepared to 

sacrifice his life for hi® followers, fhe children feel 

that Asian it both "good and terrible," and they ape told, 

"'He's wild . . . * Not like a tame l i o n . ' H e is much 

more than the king of the beasts and even more than the 

lord of Harnla. In The Voyage of the "Pom Treader" Asian 

tells the children that they can find him in their own world. 

"But there I have another nam®. Ifou must learn to know 
me by that name. This was the very reason why you were 
brought to Kamia* that by knowing me here for a little, 
you may know me better there.*20 

-^Lewla, The Lion, the Mitch and the Wardrobe. p« 149. 
OA 
C. B. Levis, Jh® Voyage of the **ltewn Treader" (Wew 

York, 1952), p. 209. 
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In ffiie Battle people from Calormen and Narnian 

traitors eonfuse Allan with the false Calorraene god, Hash*• 

They agree that neither Asian nor ?a*h is real, and they com-

bine the names into Tashlan to trick the Narnians and 

undermine faith in Asian# The difference between Ml&n and 

fash Is revealed when Asian explain* to one young Calonaene 

why hie righteous service to fasti will be accepted by Asian* 

Asian says, 

lot because he and X are one, but because we are 
opposite®, I take to me the services which thou hast 
done to him, for I and he are of Buch different kinds 
that m service which is vile can be done to me, ant 
none which is not vile can be done to him* . • » 
Beloved, • * * unless thy desire had been for me thou 
wouldst not have sought so long and so truly*21 

fash la on© eseample of a false god or a corrupted ver-

sion of the true god J but a more common example of the power 

of evil in lamia is found in the witches. As Wright says, 

the witches, descendants of Lilith and the 2) J inns, are not 

human. And like all evil, they are counterfeits of good* 

They Use deceit and illusion because reality is Intolerable 

to them.22 yhe first witch is present at the beginning of 

Narnia because Blgory could not restrain his curiosity when 

he saw the bell which would wake her from an enchanted sleep* 

Because of his choice, evil enters Narnia in the form of the 

witch# Although her power is restrained somewhat, it is not 

21Lewis, £he I*&81 Battle, pp. 156-157. 

22Wright, pp. 105-106• 
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broken until Asian sacrifice® himself many years later* In 

their attempt® to rule H&rnla. the witches are assisted fey 

ogres, wolves# h&gs, incubuses, and evil spirit! of all kinds# 

The mortal® of Narnia include several humane who are 

brought Into Narnia from their own world. There are eight 

children who become heroes and heroine® while living in 

Manilaj they are Peter, Susan, gdaund, and Lucy Pevenslej 

their cousin Sust&e© Scrubb# his schoolmate Jill tolei Dlgory 

Kirfce, an unole of the Pevensie childrenJ and a friend of hie, 

Polly Plumraer. folly and Digory enter lamia many yean he-

fore the other six go there, 4s TroWbrldge states, the 

children of the hooks are Relatively individualised,* hut 

Lewis is Interested In their moral natures almost to the ex-

clusion of the rest of their personalities# At tiae© the 

good children seem too good and the bad one® too bad to be 

t r ue , 2 ^ still, the external characteristics of the chil-

dren seem to be credible, and the Internal struggles which 

most of them expedience are true to life* 

There are also some adults who enter larnlsu As Green 

note®, Oriole Andrew of The Magician's Mephew Is slightly 

caricatured as the vain, selfish, evil magician, and Frank 

the cabby Is a picture of simple goodness#2^ But the adult® 

are saueh less significant than the eight human children# 

The spiritual development of these children is of primary 

^Trowbridge, pp. 378-379. 2*0reen, £» £. Lewis, p. 56. 
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importance throughout the seven books• All have ordinary 

fallings, and none is extremely brave or strong* but each 

becomes powerful with Asian's help. 

Beside® the human being® there are other mortals-*fauns, 

beavers,, mice, centaurs, giants, dwarfs, and a host of other 

creatures* The Mamies animals talk, and they have spiritual 

natures• They share with the Malaoandrlans the distinction 

of being rational creatures though they are not human beings• 

Several of these are vividly presented for their brief appear-

an cess Mr# Tuaims the Faun, who is punished by the White 

Witoh for sheltering Lucy, Puzzle the Donkey, who is used by 

Shift the Ap® and the Calormenes to undermine faith in Asian, 

and the horses Bree and Hwln, who flee with two children 

from the slavery of Oalorraen to the freedom of Harala, are 

all endearing animals• The skepticism of the dwarf Trumpkin, 

the pessimism of Fuddleglum the Marsh-wiggle, the pride of 

Eespicheep the House, and the disloyalty or evil natures of 

animals like Shift the Ape are all touches of realism which 

enliven these animals# As talking, thinking animals they are 

mythical creations a® clearly as are the god Asian and the 

evil witches. 

The archetypal images and patterns which are Important 

in these books are the lion, the forest or the tree, the 

numinous place, Sden, the company, the quest, the ring, and 

the stone* (Of these, the forest, the numinous place, ®len, 
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the company, said the quest were also found In the space 

trilogy#) 

The archetype of the lion is quite important In th© 

Hamia myth. Asian, the golden lion* is the king of beasts 

and the supreme archetype of th© animal world. Brady states 

that for Asian, Lewis borrows from Eliot*a tiger, Blake's 

tiger, Spenser's dame Mature, th© lion of Judah, and medieval 

bestiaries»2S Asian is an animal with a physioal body, but 

he is also the god and creator of Narnia. In Th© Voyage of 

the "Pawn freader11 when Reeplcheep the House enters Aslant 

country, Asian appears to the children In th© for® of a lamb» 

n 
# « • stressing the apooalyptie identification of the two 

animals whioh is familiar fro® Bib Ileal imagery.*2^ On this 

occasion as he returns them to Earth, he tells them that they 

must seek th© door to his country from their own landj and 

as he talks, he turns into a lion. 

toother archetype a sett in these books is the Image of 

the forest or the tree. As Wright states, the forest seems 

to be related to "the unbroken and ohangelesi unity of the 

cosmos,1* and the single tree seerae to be M* • , the Image of 

the continuity and relationship to th© whole /cosmos/ of a 

single province /within the cosaoj7*rt Thus, the tree may 

symbolize the health of a kingdom,27 There is such a tre« 

2%r®dy, p, 103* bright, p. 116, 
27Ibld«. pp. 118-119. 
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la Harnia. After the witch has entered ftarnla, an apple 

from the tree in the garden across the Western Wild Is 

planted in Narnla; as long as the tree that grows from this 

apple is healthy, the witch oannot harm Hamla# The fruit 

from this tree may either heal or hurt the one who eat* it• 

It heals Dlgory's Bother because Asian gives the fruit for 

this purpose, but wh®n the witch steals an apple, she brings 

misery upon herself. In addition to this tree there Is a 

Wood between the Worlds, whleh seems to be an archetypal 

forest# fhe forest 1® wana, quiet, and so alive that 

"* . • you could almost feel the trees g r o w i n g • i n this 

wood are pools leading back to Sarth, to Narnia, to Charn, 

and to all other worlds. The wood seems to unify all the 

worlds that exist* 

In the Karnia myth the numinous place is Asian's coun-

try, referred to as the Utter beyond the eastern sea# 

In the space trilogy the numinous places are associated with 

western islands# But Harala's Utter East does not seem to be 

a true opposite to the space trilogy*® far lest? they mm 

to become the same place ultimately, for instance, as the 

faithful enter Asian's land, they move westward I and M s 

country is a chain of mountains surrounding all countries, 

so west and east ar© joined there# Wright notes that as 

with other lands beyond the sea, m one can go to Asian*® 

28C* S. Lewis, fhe Magician's Mephew (New Xork, 1955}* 
p* 26 • 
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land unbidden. The Image of Asian1® land as a numinous 

place Is related to all the other lauds beyond the lea re-

corded in myth so that it becomes a universal as well as a 

particular jmd as Trowbridge states, la Asian'8 

country fact, symbol, and myth combine, and there is 

*. • • spiritual reality la whioh all that is good exist* 

in it® essence forever# in whieh matter and spirit are 

fully 4ola©dt in which live® Hew Han amidst New nature*"^O 

Asian1 & country 1® truly the home of the gods# 

The Harnia series, like the space trilogy, gives a view 

of an s&en. This is seen in the creation of Narnia described 

in The Magician's Nephew. Narnia is brought to life through 

Mian*® songl the grass and trees grow at hi® bidding, and 

animal® come up from the ground. While the witch is kept out 

of Harnia by the tree from the Western Wild, a London cabby 

and his wife are crowned King Frank and Queen Helen and given 

a blissful kingdom to rule. Also the garden in the Western 

Wild with golden gates facing due East is a paradisal garden, 

and here Digory is tempted by the witch to eat the apple he 

is to take to Asian* She tell® him that it 1® an apple of 

youth and of life and urges M a to eat it or take it to hi® 

mother iimaedlately. Digory resists temptation and returns 

to Asian, thus helping to keep the newly created Harnia a 

paradise for a while. 

29Wrlght, pp. 98, 42. 30Trowbrldge# p # 376. 
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The image of the company, the local center of the 

cosmos f Is found in the Wamla eerie® as wall as in the 

space trilogy, Again, the ©ember© of the company are chosen 

by their deity rather than by their companions • Each time 

ther« is a threat to the kingdom, Asian draws human chil-

dren into Manila to lead the faithful to victory. These 

ooaponies fight the White Witoh, help Caspian win his throne 

from ling Mi rasa, defeat Ratoa&ash the Galormene Prinoe, and 

fight the Oalomenes and Harnlan traitor® in The Last Bat~ 

tie* Those i#ho make up these eonpanlm are allowed to enter 

the "real Iarniaw in Asian's land because they, like those 

who make up Logres, are the oore of believer® who repre-

sent the beet that is in their secular world. 

The arohetypal quest ia an important plot pattern in 

the Sarnia myth* On® critic says that each book la a quest 

or pilgrimage which is part of the battle between good and 

©Til*31 All of the children are called to Journey* through 

time and space in order to get to Hamls* and often they have 

quests at part of their Saminn adventure®. These quests 

help end the threat to the kingdom* and they benefit the 

children. In The LAon. the Witch and the Wardrobe SSdmund 

hat to undergo pain and threats, before he 1© able to subdue 

his selfish nature? his is a Quest for salvation. In Prince 

there is a quest for Caspian's rightful place on the 

3lHfhe l^th-Makers»91 p# 1. 
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throne. In J»hg Voyage of the "Pawn Dreader" Caspian and hi® 

companion® seek Asian's land. In this book* also, Eustace 

has a quest for salvation; only when he is turned into a 

dragon is he able to face himself honestly and to reject his 

selfishness for obedience to Asian. 

In The Silver Chair Jill and Eustace have a quest for 

Prlnoe Rlllan to save hi® from the witch, hut they also 

learn obedience to Asian* In |h© Horse and His Boy Shasta 

makes a perilous journey in order to go to Harniaj he gains 

maturity from his experiences and finds a home and his 

father, whoa he had never known of. in jgh® Magician's Neph-

ew Blgory is sent on a quest for an apple from the tree In 

the center of the garden in the Western Wild* here he faces 

temptation and rejects it. in £he Last Battle there ar© 

many quest® for the real Asian because a false Asian ha© 

confused the Narnlans. Those who are faithful find Asian; 

one young Caloroene, Ssieth, who had served the false god 

fash, finds Asian because he had always sought goodness 

rather than evil. Each quest ties together external adven-

tures and internal struggles• 

Another important archetype is the ring, such as the 

rings used for the earliest human entrance Into Karnla. The 

rings were made of dust from the lood between the Worlds I 

this dust, in an Atlantean box, was passed from person to 

person until it reached DlgoryU Uncle Andrew. From this 
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dUBt he made yellow ant green rings, one attracted to the 

Wood and the other repelled toy It* Aft Wright states. It It 

eignificant that they are composed of some kind of first 

matter#^ 

Closely related to the ring 1® the archetypal atone# 

The table of atone in £he Lion* the Witch axA tbs Wardrobe 

may be such an Image. On it is written the Beep Magic of 

Asian1 e father, the Eaiperor-Beyond-the-Sea, and on it Asian 

is killed by the White Witch. The table i® broken into two 

pi©0<ks by a crack down the middle when A®Ian Hire® again# 

He tells the children that the witch did not know that 

. . when a willing victim who had committed no treachery 

was killed in a traitor's stead, the Table would crack and 

Death itself would start working b a c k w a r d s » T h u s this 

stone shaped into a table is a symbol of the power of the 

Saperor-B®yonfl-the«*3ea over evil. Later in a car© under a 

mound called Asian's How there is a magic stone which i§ 

possibly a part of the Stone Table# 

The stories in the Samia myth are enjoyable entertain-

ment , but, as has been noted* they also present spiritual 

truths through the experiences of the characters# Lewis's 

themes are not presented merely as authorial oo&ment t instead 

the characters* Internal and external struggles give these 

32wright, p. 121. 

35Lewia, J*he Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, p. 133. 
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themes Imaginative life. A© lllhy states, la the Harnia 

series Lewis wanted to tell a good story and suggest anal-

ogies to Christianity» but ". . * there is seldom the sense 

of contrived situations for didaetl® purposes. 

m in th# apace trilogy, on© important theme in the 

Harnia myth is that the individual grow® more Into hiasalf 

or more into God1® will according to the choice® he makes 

over many years? Lewie suggests that good and evil become 

aiore clearly separated as ti«® goes by and moreover that 

there Is an absolute right and wrong# The attempt® of the 

Oalonaen© plotters to destroy faith In Asian illustrate 

Lewis's idea of a basio right and wrong in the cosmos rather 

than a variety of roads all leading to 0od* fhose who reject 

both fash and Asian tell Asian *'s followers that both gods 

are the same sad that their worshipers all "mean th© same 

thing*11 Lewis d©monstrat@s hi® rejection of this ld@a by 

making it clear that Tash is a desfon and Asian is a sod. 

One example of th© importance of individual choices in 

leading one to what is right is found in She 811irer IMII? 

when Jill at first fears Asian so much that she will not 

drink of the water near hlsu He tells her that ther® is no 

other water than that which ha guards, and her.©hole© to 

drinfc the water begins her spiritual development. In Jg|© 

Magician *18 Mephm the choice of Digory to ring the bell in 

^^Kilby, pp. 116, 136. 



the world of Cham brings evil to lamia la the form of the 

witch Jadls; Asian tells M a that because M'Adam's race has 

done the harts* Adam's race shall help to heal It.' Later 

Digory develop® spiritually as he realist® Jadls*s temptation* 

On the other hand# the witches have ohosen self for so long 

that they are thoroughly evil. And Dlgory's Unole Andrew, 

having chosen black magic a® a mean® of satisfying his van-

ity# is incapable of recognizing or appreciating good beeauBe 

of his continued olio ice of self and evil,• As the ohlldren 

serve Asian, they recognise the evil In themselves and rejeot 

It I they also leam of the evil In Asian's enemies as they 

fight them la physloal and spiritual battles• 

The ohlldren learn to recognize truth and reality even 

in disguised forms. In Narnia they serve Asian and work and 

play with creatures who would b© ©ailed mythical characters 

In th© human world# They learn how myth may reveal truth 

and how reality may be hidden in myth* Reality Is forgotten 

at certain stage© of Marnlan history$ and the most important 

people and ©vents of larnla are ©ailed "old stories" and 

doubted or disbelieved. The stories of Asian himself, his 

role as creator, the White Witch, the four human ohlldren 

who were made Icings and queens together, and th© talking 

animals are all regarded as being untrue when evil under-

mines the spiritual life of Narnia. 

^©wis, Jfhe Magician's gephew» p. 121. 
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In The Magician1b yephew Uncle Andrew 1® present at the 

oreatlon of Naraia, but It means nothing to M m because lie 

refuses to believe that Asian, a lion, it einging* .Mff© soon 

did hear nothing but roaring in Asian's song. &oon he 

couldn't have heard anything else ©yen if he had wanted to."36 

Unole Andrew chooses unreality and then is Incapable of 

recognising reality. The same thing happens to the dwarfs 

in Jhg htu»% Battle> They refuse to believe in Asian, and 

then they oannot recognize the difference between darkness 

and light or tell good foods or smells from bad# Asian 

explains, 

"They will not let ua help the®* They have Chosen 
cunning instead of belief* Their prison Is ©niy in 
their minds, yet they are in that prison; and so 
afraid of being taken in that they ©an not be taken 
out.*-5' 

But with Asian'e power, his followers can choose truth 

and reality. In JJhe Silver Ghalr Puddleglum rejects the 

witch's world for Asian's world. He says* 

"Suppose w© have only dreamed, or mad© up, all those 
things—trees and grass and sun and moon sad stars 
and Asian himself. . * • Then all I oan say is that 
• • » the made-up thing® seem a good deal more lapox** 
tant than the real ones. . . . That's why I'm going 
to. stand by the play world. I'm on-Asian1© side even 
If there isn't any Asian to lead it. I'm going to 
live as liJce a lamian as I can even if there isn't 
any Hamia. *38 

P* 113. 3?L#wis, $h# Last Battle, pp. 139-140. 

pp. 154-355* L® W i S' ̂  Silver S&*\VT (New York, 1953), 
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Puddleglum breaks the epell of the witch1® enchantment, and 

reality la restored. 

She demonstration of redemption la Asian's sacrifice la 

Moilf. tfye Ifltefo aad the Wardrobe provides another theme* 

The witch claims Edmund as her possession because he betrayed 

hi* brother and sisters to her and because all traitors belong 

to the witches, Asian agrees to die in Mmmd's place so 

that the boy may be spared • The witch and her servants 

muMl© and shave Allan and jeer at him. He 1® tied to the 

Stone fable# and the witoh stabs him with a stone knife# 

After Asian'® resurrection and a battle, Lucy sees Sdaund 

. . • looking better than she had seen him look-**oh* 
for age®! In fact ever sine# his first term at that 
horrid school which was where he had begun, to go 
wrong- He had become his real old self 'again and. 
oould look you in the face.39 

Asian ha® not only saved Idaund*© physical life but alsc 

given him new spiritual life. 

Another picture of salvation occurs In £he Voyage o£ 

the "Dawn freader*w Suataee turns into a dragon and learns 

how his selfishness had troubled hi® companions* Asian 

comes to hln and tells him to undress by pulling off his 

scales, He tries, but Asian has to tear the skin off* He 

then washes jsustace and dresses him in new clothes* Thus, 

through Asian's power he is turned back into a human being, 

and with his dragonlsh shape he loses his selfishness and 

X47, 29Lewia, jjhe itlg&i, JsM Witch anf the Wardrobe, pp. 146-
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unpleasantness• The picture of this physical conversion 

clearly shows what happens in a spiritual conversion• 

Through knowing Asian and living in Namia the children 

leam of the cosmic hierarchy of order. They learn that 

obedience to Asian is more important than doing as they 

please. In fighting Asian's enemies they learn that loyalty 

and honor are important. They learn, too, that animals 

should be treated with kindnesb• Their attitudes toward 

animals tell much about the human characters. Unci© Andrew 

and most of the Galormenes are cruel to animal®* Eustace, 

before conversion, prefer® dead insect© pinned on cards or 

stuffed animals in museum® to live animal#* fh« human chil-

dren and Prank, the London cabby who becomes the first king 

of lamia, ar© kind to animals. Kilby suggests that there 

is an implication in Lewis's work that man's si a treat merit of 

nature has caused nature to hid© its reality?^0 therefore, 

there are no talking animals even in Namia unless the 

Narnians worship Asian and respect all of his creatures. 

Also when the forms of government of Narnia and Galor-

men are contrasted, values of the a©sale hierarchy are 

further revealed. Bamians are free, even though they have 

kings, because each individual i® respectedI but Calormenes 

ar® slaves because all people beneath the aristocracy are 

considered worthless, and the Tisroc, or ruler, is a tyrant. 

Kilby, p. 73. 
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Wright suggests that political power is linked to spiritual 

power in these stories because political and spiritual power 

are ultimate!/ joined la the universal hierarchy; political 

power i® Just one manifestation of archetypal order, and it 

should be used in accordance with the values of the whole 

cosaic o r d e r . f h e taisus© of political power in Calormen 

i® a manifestation of tti& rejection of these cosmic values# 

As ®re©n suggests, the strength of Marnia it in "the 

cast of Lewis's mind," the mind of a scholar* a supext* 

storyteller, M. • . a thinker, logician and theologian who 

ha® pi imbed the depth® of the dark void of atheism and come 

by the hardest route on his pilgrimage back to (Jod»**2 All 

of these qualities enable Lewie to effectively give imagina-

tive life to his ideas in the myth of Namia. Whether he 

uses science fiction or the fairy tale as the for© for his 

myth, Lewis presents spiritual truths through imaginative 

stories* His themes are made potent by vivid illustration 

of material not ordinarily associated with Christian doctrine* 

^•Wright, p. 178. ^20reen, 0. S, Lewis. p. 61. 



CHAPTER V 

m m mi mm 
Till we rnve wmm (1956), subtitled by |*©wls 4 M h 

Retold* 1© M s version of th® story of Cupid and Psyche a® 

told by Apulelus la Th© golden Ass. Lewis ha# sailed fill 

m Bave Faces a 

. straight tale of barbarism# the wind of an ugly 
woman, dark idolatry and pal® enlightenment at war with 
each other and with vision# and the havoc which a voca-
tion, or.even a faith# works ©a human llfe.Ml 

As Trowbridge points out# the novel may be called a "quasi* 

historical supernatural novel and a parable or fable»" It Is 

a quasi-historical novel because It gives a detailed view of 

the cystous and beliefs of tt. • » a non-CJreefc city-state dur-

ing# roughly, the Golden Age of Greece.w It is a supernatural 

novel beoaus® It contains visions and gods. It is a parable 

because Psyche Is a symbol of tho htaran soul and because the 

them© illustrates man's denial of &od# his subsequent suffer-

ing, and his redemption#** whether it 1® given any of these 

labels or all of the®# fill We Have Face® Is lewis's most ef-

fective presentation of Christian doctrine in mythical form. 

•%r#en# 0* P* 32. 
2TroWb ridge, pp. 390-391. 
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The story is set in §loae, a mythical kingdom somewhere 

on Earth# The geographical location of (florae Is .not specif-

ic ally related to any verifiable country, but it is far to 

the north of Greece. Robert £ • Reilly suggests that Glome 

is vaguely north end east of Greece and that the time of the 

story is between the times of Aristotle and Christ.3 CHoa# 

1® a barbarous kingdom with a superstitious people and prim-

itive customs. It has bean influenced by Sreek ideas bat 

only In a superficial way. Glome is a 8®all kingdom rather 

than a whole world as are Mal&candra, Perelandra, and the 

world that contains Narala; these whole worlds are separated 

from Barth whereat (Home is a part of Earth# But as Wright 

states, Olome seeias to be a country which exists only for 

the story of Cupid and Psych® 

(Home 1® more restricted than the fully ordered worlds 

of the Hamla series and the space trilogy, but it is dearly 

described within its limited area* it Is located near th© 

Imaginary countries of Phars, $ss«r» and Caphad, and Glome 

is given credibility by concrete scenic descriptions* 

The city of alone stand® on the left hand of the river 
Shennlt to a traveller who is coming up from the south-
east, not more than a day's Journey above Ringal, which 

^Robert J• Reilly, "Romantic Religion in the Work of 
Owen Barfield, 0. 8, Lewis, Charles Williams, and J. R. R. 
Tolkien,N unpublished doctoral dissertation. Department of 
Sngllsh, Michigan State University, S'ast Lansing, Michigan, 
I960, p. 106. 

bright, p. 1554 
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is the last town southward that belong® to tile land of 
01ome» • * . About as far beyond the ford of the ©hen-
nit at our city Is on this side of it you come to the 
holy house of Ungit. And beyond the house of Ungit 
(going all the time east and north) you come quicfcly to 
the foothills of the arey Mountain.5 

Lewis enlivens scene® with vivid detail so that (Jioae seems 

real to the reader, Just a® Malacandra, Perelandra, and 

lamia seam real# 

X(0wls retains most of the adventure® of the classical 

®yth of Cupid and Psyche. In his version Psyche is still 

the youngest, aost beautiful daughter of a icing, and because 

the common people worship her, she arouse® the jealousy of 

Venus, or Ungit, as she is ©ailed in dlorae. In both version® 

Psyche is taken to a mountain and left as a sacrifice to the 

(Jod of the Mountain? the west wind carries her to the god, 

the son of "Venus (Ungit), who ratafees her his wife bat comes 

to her only at night and orders her not to try to see him* 

And in both versions Psyche, urged to disobey this coajsaud, 

lights a lamp and looks at hi®* He then abandons her to be 

punished by Venue {Ungit)• This punishment consists of 

Psyche's having to save herself by sorting a huge pile of 

seeds, grain by grain, gathering golden fleece from large, 

fierce rams, filling an a m with water fro© the source of 

the Styx, and taking a casket to Proserpine and returning 

with it* 

50. ft. Lewis, Till We lave Facesi £ Myth Retold {drand 
Rapids, 1964), p. 4. — . -
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Lewis makm several changes which alter the myth con-

ftiderably and toring out it® spiritual meanings • In .the 

classioal myth Psych© is visited by both of her sitters, but 

in Lewis's story only on© sister* Orual, oomes to visit 

Psyohe. Orual cannot even tee Psyche's palace except in a 

brief vision whloh she distrusts and rejects# When. Orual 

urges Psyche to look upon the god, she does not act fro® 

envy as do the sisters in the classical myth; Instead she 

thinks that Psyche it the slave of a thief or a monster* and 

she thinks that ah© is helping Psychs by forcing her to see 

him. As Levis says, 

The central alteration in ray own version consists 
in. making Psyche1 e palace invisible to noraal, aortal 
eyes--if "making* is not the wrong word for something 
which forced itself upon almost at my first read-
ing of the story, at the way the thing oust have been. 
This change of course brings with it a more ambivalent 
motive and a different character for my heroins and 
finally modifies the whole quality of the tale#6 

The ambivalence of Orual's motive® Is contrasted with the 

steadfastness of Psyche. In the older version Psyche is 

persuaded by her sisters to doubt the goodness of her hus-

band# and her own curiosity later leads her to open the 

casket she carries to Tenus from Proserpine# But Lewis's 

Psyche is forced to look at her husband by Orual*• threat 

of self-destruction, not by her own doubts, and she does 

not open the casket she carries to Orual* 

6Ibid., p. 313# 
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Orual is both the narrator and the main character of 

Lewie*s novel, the hook Is divided Into two parte. The first 

part takes up isost of the boolc and tell® of ©rual^ youth and 

h©r day® as Queen of (Home. la this section Orual state® 

that she has written her story in order to bring m indiot-

ment against the gods for their treatment of her# The 

second part complete® her story and her life as she realizes 

her own faults and the inaccuracies of her "book and as she 

humbly hows before the 0od of the Mountain. A® Wright notes, 

the novel ends with the supernatural happiness of the eucataa-

trophe in this meeting of Orual and the God of the Mountain*? 

As Fuller states, although the novel lacks overt Christian 

theology, it has religious significance. I#wis*s emphasis 

on spiritual meanings adds profound variation to the classi-

cal myth, but the changes do not violate the integrity of the 

story,® 

The characters of fill Ws Have Faces have mythical qual-

ities not only because of their appearance in the classical 

myth but also because of their characteristics as gods or 

heroes in this novel • Divinity is represented by the Clod of 

the Mountain, who is called the sorj of Unglt, goddess of 

aiotae. When Psyche disobeys hia and looks upon him at 

Orual*s demand, both Psyche and Orual see M a surrounded by 

a great light, Orual is awed by his beauty and realises 

right, p. 175. ®Fuller, pp. 165-166. 
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that he taiows all that she has ever been, done, ox* thought. 

He tells her that tooth she and Psych© must now suffer. A* 

the $o4 of the Mountain leaves, rains and storms make the 

beautiful valley a ruined and desolate plac®. After Ortial1* 

ordeal, the god returns to judge her# and Grual, humble and 

repentantt stand® waiting* 

Saoh breath 1 drew let Into me new terror, joy* over-
powering sweetness. • • . I was being unmade. J was 
no one* . . « Psyche herself was. in a maimer, no one. 
I loved her as I would once have thought it impossible 
to love, would have died any death for her. And yet, 
It was not, not now, she that really counted* Or if 
she oounted (and oh, gloriously she did) it was for 
another*s sake# fhe earth and stars and sun, all that 
was or will be, existed for his sake. And he was 
coming. fh® most dreadful, the most beautiful, the 
only dread and beauty there is, was eoulng.9 

Orual is at last able to forget herself and adore the 0od of 

the Mountain* 

Ungit, represented by a rough, black stone, is the god-

dess of Glome* When the fox, Orual*s Sreelc teacher, tells 

the people of Glome that Ungit 1© like the Sreele goddess 

Aphrodite, a beautiful image in the shape of a woman is 

placed beside the black stone In toe temple, The struggle 

between the old faith and the new influences is represented 

by the differences between the images of Ungit and AphrodLte. 

The cosuoon people worship the old Ungit and find eoafort in 

her, but the Fox has eaeouraged Orual t© scorn Ungit. Ulti-

mately , however, he confesses that he was wrong in rejecting 

^ Lewis, fill f© gave Faces, p# 30?. 
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Unglt. He says, 

HI never told her ̂ rual7 why th© Old Priest got ®om@» 
thing from the dark House that I timer got from my trim 
sentences /oxy * * * why th© people got something from 
the shapeless ©tone which no one ever got from that 
painted doll . • * . I don't know now. Only that the 
way to the true gods 1® more like the house of Unglt 
• . . oh, it * s unlike too* more unlike than we yet 
dreamj but that*B the easy knowledge t the first lesson 
« . • • the Priest knew at least that there mast be 
e&erlfloee* They will have saorifioe—will have man* 
Yes| and the very h®art,.center, ground, roots of a 
®anl dark and strong and costly m blood 

Th© sacrificial worship of Unglt is presented as being 

preferable to the rationalism taught by the pox or the aes-

thetic worship of the image of Aphrodite, but Unglt is still 

an inadequate goddess, a substitute for something greater* 

She represents a primitive religion which emphasises blood 

sacrifices and slavish devotion* The worship of Unglt1s 

son, the Uod of the Mountain, surpasses thi« savage worship 

in it® emphasis on love and mercy* 

"All, even Psyche, are bom into the house of Unglt« 
And all oust get free from her# Or say that Unglt in 
each must bear Unglt1 s son and die in childbed—or 
change 

Thus, Orual learn® that neither Unglt nor Aphrodite is the 

true goddess# A® Wright states, the Greek goddess offers no 

comfort because she knows no suffering. The ugly, cruel 

Unglt Is partly an image of the brutal and devouring part 

1QIbld». p« 295* The third ellipsis is Lewis'b. 

uikM«# P» 3io• 
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of man? bat she also demonstrates that the true gods demand 

obedience and sacrifice rather than intellectual theories 

and aesthetic appreciation. Unglt lea&B to truth, but she 

must be superseded.12 

Psyche has a Christ-like role for a while? she 1® a nn-

soa for the people of aloae In the Oreat Offering, and la 

completing Orual^ task®, she is instrumental ia bringing 

Orual to the Gk»d of the Mountain. A® Xilby states, Psyche 

nay be seen as divine love* but Lev/Is says that h© considers 

her an example of a person who makes the beat of her pagan 

religion* Her imagination guide® her to the true $odt and 

she is •**» « « in some way® like Christ not because she ia a 

symbol of Him but because every good nan or woman is like 

Christ* #w33 

feych© is so ruled by her faith in the ded of the Moun-

tain that she seems a lets complex figure than som# of the 

other oharaoters• Reilly even says that she is not a char-

acter 80 muQh as an ©lament, &q&*b last creative touch, 

necessary for the whole ©an. She represents the longing 

for 3od which man needs along with rationality and lov©.^ 

Psyche ©ay represent this, but ©he seems to be more clearly 

& full character than this statement suggests« For instance, 

in spite of her life-long yearning for the 3od of the 

laWright, p. 87. 13Kiiby, pp. 57-58, 

l4Reilly, p. 117. 
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Mountain, Psyche is afraid when she finally is left on the 

mountain, and her love for Orual and the Fox makes her want 

to return to them# 

Orual Is the primary representative of ordinary mortals* 

But ReIlly states that Oraal and Psyche are not 

# « « "real11 p®r»on© hut rather adumbrations of real 
persons# They hair© a modicum of individuality and 
objectivity, but they have not become fixed or per-
manent. They hover between symbolic existence and 
fictional 'reality because the world they live in 
hover® between potential and actual existence 

This statement comes nearer to accuracy with Psyche than with 

Orual, but for both it seems to be only partially true# Both 

seem to be more individualized than this statement indicates. 

Certainly Orual nay represent* as Trowbridge suggests, the 

human soul which ha® to learn through suffering to accept 

wthe vision of love, • * • Psyche.w And she does seem to 

represent all men, who have to develop "facesw go that they 

can meet the face of dod#1^ But although Orual doeg teem to 

suggest these things on one level, on another level she is a 

fully drawn, realistic character, revealed with subtlety and 

complexity. Her struggle to understand herself and the gods 

has symbolic overtones suggestive of a struggle of universal 

scope, but this is her own Individualized struggle as well. 

As narrator she is able to bring the reader close to the 

story and to gain immediacy by the revelation of her person-

ality* The reader may easily Identify with Orual's inability 

^Ibld,. p. 116. ^Trowbridge, p. 394. 
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to comprehend the gods and the significance of her own ac-

tions ; yet the reader can also see the flaw® in Orual which 

eventually turn her Indictment of the gods Into an indict-

ment of her own selfishness# 

Orual cannot fully accept either the Feat1© rationalism 

or the belief© about tfngit. She cannot share in the devo-

tion of the common people of Glome to tfngit or understand 

Psych©*s faith, but neither can she be sure that Ungit is 

unimportant* Ortjal says of her conflict. 

If the thing# believed in Glome were true, then what 
gardia said stood? if the Fox*t philosophy were true, 
what the fox said stood* But X could not find out 
whether the doctrines of Glome or the wisdom of Greece 
were right* 2 was the child of Glome and the pupil 
of the Fox; I saw that for years mj life had been 
lived la two halve®, never fitted together.*7 

Orual f i n a l l y seen that she has been wrong in blasting the 

gods for her own sins and that her chatter ha® been a mean-

ingless stream of words which made communication with the 

gods impossible* She says, 

1 saw well why the god® do not epeak to us openly, 
nor let us answer. • * • should they hear the 
babble that we think we mean? How can they meet ua 
face to face till we have faces? • • , X know now, 
Lord, why you utter no answer# fo« are yourself the 
answer# Before your face question® die away#*® 

Orual, like Mark and Jane studdock, aiaiund Peveasie, and 

Sustace Sorubb, is a dynamic character who is changed by 

the events of the story. 

^Lewis, jiU If 1S2® JEM§&» P- 151. 
l8Ibid*, po» 294, 308. 
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Several other mortals In fill m Have Faces are signifi-

cant, lyalas the Fox, Orual's Greek teacher, is Individualized 

by M s love for Orual and Psyche and his attitudes toward 

hi® service in alone. Also he is road© believablf by his fre-

quent tears and his love of poetry, which undermine the 

stern, rational approach to life which he tries to maintain. 

At Kilby states# Lewis seems to deprecate philosophical nat-

uralise as presented in the Fox's philosophy* The Fox finally 

admits the inadequacy of his philosophy when he confesses 

that his logic was clear but shallow, easy but worthless 

•iardia, the faithful soldier, in contrast to the Fox accept® 

the religion of Ongit without thinking about' it, a«d fa® has 

as little as possible to do with Ungit. Arnom, the young 

priest of Ungit, has been influenced by the Fox to replace 

blood sacrifices with aesthetics, but few people of Glome 

accept the change* Such of the Important characters reveals 

some attitude toward Iftigit so as to give a variety of ret-

sponses, most of which remain inadequate by themselves* 

In Till We Hair® Facea the archetypal pattern of the 

quest and the archetypal images of the tree, the numinous 

place, and the stone are again important. 

Both Orual and Psyche have important quests. Orual's 

quest begins when Psyche is banished from the house of the 

God of the Mountain, and it Includes her efforts to find 

19Kilby, pp. 58-59. 
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Psyche and to complain to the gods# When she ha# written 

her complaint to the gods, she thinks that she ha® completed 

her work* hut she soon learns that this it not so. She must 

try to carry oat the tasks set for her, hut she cannot com-

plete them. Bh© does, however, hear the pain for Psych#. 

Psyche's quest includes completion of these tasks for Orual 

mid a return to the God of the Mountain. && Wright states, 

Orual*8 selfish nature is changed through Psyche*s completion 

of the tasks which Orual could not finish# The real purpose 

for the quest of each is to help the other.20 Riley Hughes 

suggests that Orual1® progress to self-discovery M. . . of-

fers a psychological pattern which parallels the spiritual 

one of Psyche's abandonment and travail.H21 The two quests 

are not only parallel but also dependent on each other. 

One archetypal Image in Till We Have Faces Is the tree. 

When Psyche is sacrificed to the God of the Mountain in the 

Great Offering, she is hound to a Holy Tree on top of a moun-

tain. It is a leafless, Isolated tree marking a boundary 

beyond which even the priests do not go. Bardla tells Orual, 

H'Beyond the Tree, it's all gods * country, they say.'"22 The 

tree serves as a means to give Psyche new life rather than 

2%right, p. 114. 

21Riley Hughes, "Hovels Reviewed by Riley HughesI Till 
We Have races." Catholic World. CLXXXIV (March, 1957)» 472. 

22Lewis, Till Wg Have Faces, p. 100. 
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the death which the people of (Home expect for her# and it 

seems to serve as a connection between mm msA the gods. 

The image of the numinous place is to be found in the 

home of the God of the Mountain* When Psyohe finds herself 

at the threshold of the god*® house, she realizes at one© 

that it i® a god*a home rather than @ tempi® for worshiping 

himj and she is afraid, filled with aw©, and ashamed of her 

mortality. When Psyohe and Orual ®e#t after Psyche's return 

fro® the land® of the dead, they are la the house of the god, 

and they feel wonder and terror in that place ©Ten 'before he 

arrives . 

lot only the house of the god but alt® the temple of 

Ungit has a numinous quality, Orual frequently mentions 

the dar&ness and "holy smells * associated with the temple 

and priests of Ungit. The house of Ungit is made of huge 

stones set in an egg-shaped ring. "This is a holy shape, 

and the priests nay it resembles, or (in a mystery) that it 

really is, the egg from which the whole world was hatched or 

the womb in which the whole world once lay.4,23 nystery Is 

associated with both the god's house and the temple} both 

are ©acred and frightening place® as well a® places of Joy 

and comfort* 

Another archetype is the image of the atone# One atone 

is the blaclc mass which represents Ungit. Orual describee 

2%>ia,, p# 94. 
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the origin of this stone# 

She had not, lifte most sacred stones, fallen from the 
sky. The story was that at the very beginning she had 
pushed her way up out of the earth—a foretaste of, 
or an ambassador fro®, whatever things may lire and 
work down there on© below the other all the way down 
under the dark and weight and heat# I have said she 
had no face; but that meant she had a thousand faces * 
For she wan very uneven, lumpy and furrowed, so that 
* * • you could always see son# face or other# She was 
now store rugged than ever because of all the blood they 
had poured over her in the night# In the little clots 
and chains of it X made out a face; a . • • face such 
as you might eee in a loaf, swollen, brooding, infi-
nitely female#2^ 

the associations with earth and the maternal qualities of 

thla ®ton« are alto to be found la the stone given the shape 

of a woman and ©ailed Aphrodite; this stone is but another 

version of the same image. 

She setting, plot, characters, and imagery of fill We 

Have Faces develop the themes of this interesting and 

thought-provoking book, AS Q-reen say®. Glome may lack some 

of the enchantment of Malacandra and Perelandra, but Till We 

lave Faces powerfully affects the intellect# And a® usual 

lii Lewie1 s books, the reader tends to feel a® if he la enact-

ing a myth rather than following an ad venture#2 5 Lewis . 

illustrates the significance and nature of myth as he lets 

Orual hear her own story told as a myth in a foreign country? 

she is unable to accept the truth in the myth and tries to 

oorrect the priest who tells her the story, 

2*Ibld#. p. 270# 2%reen, £# fa Lewis# p. 32# 
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There is another story in the novel which also suggests 

the nature of myth* Grual has to dig through stone and dirt 

to get to on© room after another, each smeller than the one 

before. This myth within a myth may suggest that M« • • to 

discover the essential truth of myth one aiust go, if he can, 

to the depths of it•m2^ as Xllby states, Lewis seem© to 

suggest that myth is like the image of Unglt. It seem® t© to® 

faceless, but there are a thousand faces there. For those 

who look closely, it reveals H. . . the fundamentally theistlo 

stuff of which the universe is made«H The worship of Unglt 

has evil aspects, but it also has truths in its assumptions 

that man is dependent on the gods, that blood is appropriate 

for sacrifice, that one may have to die for many, and that 

the temple offers comfort#2? M In Lewis'® other works of 

fiction, myth is shown to contain truth of vital importance 

to man's spiritual life. 

A dominant theme of the novel is Lewis's illustration of 

the conflict between faith and rationalism* The Oupld and 

Psych© myth has been reshaped to emphasise this conflict. 

As Hughes says, "tlreete daylight reason* ©lashes with *\ • • a 

baxto&rlo preflguration of revealed religion, which in Glome 

has only reached what the narrator calls 'the horror of 

holiness.',l2® The Fox thinks that the gods are simply the 

lies of the poets, and he has taught Orual this. Her lack of 

26Kllby, p. 63. 2?Ibld. 28Hughes, p. 472. 
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faith makes her tmable to believe Psyche's story about the 

god who 1® her husband. Fuller state® that because the joy 

of Psyche Is not" something visible# the rationalist demands 

proof of It® existence* Only when there Is pain at the l o s s 

of this Joy can he realize that it was real. B«t *the Divine 

Bridegroom" love® even the doubter and the unlovely, arid 

every soul, Ilk* Psyche, may he united to hlns.2^ 

As B* R. Redman state®, the weakness and blindness of 

rationalism are shown when it stand® before revelation* 

Orual Is blind to what Psyohe, a believer, can see, and by 

using love as a weapon she forces Psyche to disobey the CS-od 

of the Mountain.50 Orual tries to destroy faith because eh® 

does not understand it* She finally falls before the 0od of 

the Mountain when she understands that he does not answer the 

complaints of "faceless" men but demands their faith and obe-

dience. Once men can face themselves sad God with honesty 

and without selfishness, their questions are answered by the 

encounter with God. Orual learns that Psyche's faith is 

mare powerful than the Foxfs rationalism and that she must 

submit herself with her facelessnees and glibness to Hod. 

fill We lave gases emphasizes the evils of selfishness 

through the character of Orual* She maintains that she loves 

Psyche, but this love becomes increasingly possessive until 

^Fuller, p. 166* 

3%en Hay Eedraan, "Love Was the Weapon,H Saturday Review 
of Literature, XXXX (January 12, 1957)» 15• 
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It turns Into hatred. Orual rejects all god® as her edr-

ab sorption keep# her from loving anyone but herself# Her 

conversion takes place, as Moorman-points out, by oieans of an 

exchange. ay transference Orual becomes first Ungit and then 

Psyche. In a vision Orual sees that through her efforts to 

rule by reason rather than superstition, she becomes Ungit? 

like this goddess, she demands the total efforts of her ad-

visors | and she devours their lives. She must transform the 

ugly Ungit into Psyche, "the bride of Love.* This is done 

through exchange. She bears the pain of Psyche 's tasks, and 

her selfishness is replaced by a genuine, spiritual love.31 

After having written her indictment of the gods in an 

attempt to Justify her actions, Orual finds herself eon-

fronted with her cruel usage of Bardia, the Fox, and Psyche— 

those she thought she loved dearly. She is forced to admit 

that her love for each was largely hatred and that ©he re-

sented any life or pleasure they enjoyed away from her. She 

resented Bardia1s wife. Psyche*® strength of mind and lov« 

for the &od of the Mountain, and the Fox»s love for Psyche 

and desire to return to Greece. She says, 

It was I who was Ungit. That ruinous faoe was nine* 
I was that * . • all-devouring woablike, yet barren, 
thing* Glome was a web—I the swollen spider, squat 
at its center, gorged with men's stolen lives.32 

When Orual recogaiaes her selfishness, she is then able to 

^Moorman| pp. 106-107. 

52Lewis, Till tfg Have Faces, p. 276. 
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bear Psyche's burden, cess© being Ungit, and become Psyche, 

She learns the differeno® between self-love and selfless 

love. Through visions she sees that because of her sin of 

betraying Psyche, her own suffering was long* But this 

made possible her ultimate redemption* 

fh© complexity ®sd richness of this novel are suggested 

by Kllby'a statement that there is a series of contrasting 

themes Intricately merged in Till We Have Facet; the barbar-

ism of GHome versus the enlightenment of Greece, the beauty 

of Psyohe versus the ugliness of Orual, and the apparent love 

of Orual and cruelty of the gods versus the real hatred of 

Orual and love of the gods are all woven into the story.33 

And as Wright adds. Till We Have Faces has a rt. » , more per-

fected working out of the characterisation and motivation* 

than Lewis's other fiction, and *. • . the archetypal and 

mythical qualities are more consistent and continuous." It 

seeias to represent the w. . . complete achievement of the 

blend of myth with realistic novel" which Lewis had sought ,34 

gill We Have Pages succeeds in some ways in which 

Lewis's earlier books partially failed* The themes of this 

novel are more subtly presented, and there is no problem of 

didacticism. Eeallsm and the supernatural ar® effectively 

blended. Characterization is more fully developed, and com. 

Plex Ideas are suggested but not explained away. Theological 

3%llby, p. 64, 34flright, p. 164, 
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problems are not oversimplified, and their complexity 1® 

revealed toy the various responses of several characters• 

But more important, Till we Have gages is a powerful pre-

sentation of a conversion of the ugliness in human nature 

into the beauty of a godly nature; Orual's experience offers 

profound insight into the plight of unregenerate men and into 

the Joys of redeeaed a m . This novel gee»® to represent the 

height of Lewis*s artistic development of myth in fiction. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

For Lewis, myth Is Important not only because of his 

personal enjoyment of it and beoauee of the significant 

pert it played in his life but also because it Is an effec-

tive means of providing entertainment and presenting truth 

in fictional form. 

Myth has been defined for this study as a story which 

contain© supernatural beings and preternatural events, an 

atmosphere of gravity and a sense of the numinous, and the 

suggestion of significant truths about man's experiences 

and beliefs* Myth may combine vigorous action and thrilling 

adventure with spiritual experiences and theological ideas. 

Myth is able to join the universal and the particular through 

archetypal imagery, to provide supernatural experiences which 

explore the internal world of man, and to present in palat-

able form ideas whioh might not otherwise be read receptively. 

The union of Christian doctrine and myth makes possible 

a reenaotoent of Christian events in unusual terms* The 

freshness of this approach may attract many readers who would 

not accept these ideas in abstract discussion! and for read-

ers who already accept Christian doctrine as truth, its 

113 
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mythical presentation provides fresh insights Into old ideas 

and a renewed appreciation of Christian events# 

Lewie feels that sine® man is estranged from Ood, ho 

cannot always recognize truth which is unverifiable by means 

of hi® senses? his perspective is limited and his vision 18 

clouded because he prefer® self will to dod*s will# Myth 

offers this kind of truth to man even though it usually 1b 

not thoroughly dear. Lewie borrows both pagan and Chris-

tian mythet interprets them, and adde to them, thus creating 

new myths which reveal spiritual truths. 

In the epace trilogy Lewie combines various elements to 

make hi® own myth; the most Important of these are science 

fantasy, Arthurian myth, and Christian theology. In the 

worlds of Malacandra and Perelandra Ransom learns that £arth, 

the silent planet, is out off from the Joys of Deep Heaven 

because it is ruled by the Bent Oyarsa, Satan* As Ransom 

lives among tee creatures of Ifelacandra and a® he takes part 

in an analogue to the Fall of man on Perelandra, he learns 

that myth is based on reality and that only on Earth are 

myth and fact mutually exclusive terms. Ransom's experi-

ences also teach him that the choices of the individual make 

him primarily good or evil as he either grows In self-love 

or selflessness. Given the perspective of Deep Heaven, 

Eansom Is able to see that Ssrth has warped values? men pre-

fer power and wealth and mechanization to spiritual growth 

and a system of ethical values. The battle between the 
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forces of good and evil in That Hideous Strength. reveal* 

what goodness and evil are like and what they ultimately 

produce la Individuals* 

The Narnia series use® the fairy tale rather than 

science fantasy* hut again Lewis combines Christian doctrine 

with fantasy. He creates a world with gods, devils, and 

mortals where good and evil clash in ©vents of cosmic signi-

ficance. Through the experiences of the human children in 

Kami a, myth is again shown to be based on reality. Their 

experiences, like Ransom ,!s» teach them the natures of good 

and evil and the importance of individual free will in deter-

mining one's ultimate character. A cosmic hierarchy Is 

revealed which parallels that of the spaoe trilogy sad which 

clearly is meant to apply to Earth. Whereas the spaoe tril-

ogy gives an analogue to the Pall of man, the Harnla series 

gives an analogue to the crucifixion and resurrection. In 

both situations Lewie is using fresh settings, characters, 

and images to give lnslgbt into the significance of Chris-

tian events. 

Till IS Have faces is lewis's version of the Oupld and 

Psych© myth, changed to emphasize his Christian themes. 

Again he reveals the importance of myth as a means of suggest-

ing truth. Orual'e inability to accept any kind of truth 

but fact which she can verify with logic or her senses brings 

suffering to her and to Psyche. The inadequacies of ration-

alism and of aesthetics in religion are revealed to Orual as 
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she learns that the worship of Ongit with, blood sacrifices 

comes closer to the peal god® than either of theaej but one 

must then pass from the worship of Ungit to the worship of 

the Qo& of the Mountain* The sins of selfishness arid pride 

and the evil which develops from the abuse of free will are 

revealed in the personality of Orualj and her ultimate 

death to Belf piotares salvation# 

Lewis'® fiction is enjoyable even on a superficial 

level of thrills and adventures. The mythical qualities of 

preternatural events and supernatural being® add to this 

excitement, but on a deeper level they also add to the power-

ful impact which his themes may make upon the reader. By 

giving hie themes fresh illustration he enriches them and 

increases their appeal• Depth is given to Lewis's fiction 

not only by the important nature of his themes but also by 

his ability to us© myth in fiction to give these themes 

imaginative life# 
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